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I. TREATMENTS

The independent variable in this research is composed of a number
of other complex variables.'-uProgramsu differ with respect to philosophy
of guacation, goals of preschool, content and organization of curriculum,
and methods and teohniques used to achieve these goals. Moreover, all
of these program aspects must be translated into teachers' classroom
activity, where their effects, if any, will be manifest. Training pro-

grams, no matter how long or how thorough, cannot insure that trainees
will implement what they have been taught. Labeling a classroom
"Montessori" or "Traditional" may be only slightly more informative than
labeling therapies Freudian or non-directive.

The first step in a definition of treatments was to make a complete
and detailed description and analysis of each program. Informatioa on

which these descriptions are based was obtained primarily from four
sources: (1) publications by program developers explaining and describing
their programs or some aspects of them, (2) publications recommended
to teachers as required reading or source material in training programs,
(3) lectures and workshops during pre-service and in-service training
programs, (ii.) personal conversations with program developers, personnel
in training programs, and consultants. .

It must be pointed out that complete consistency is. not to be found
among these sources--nor within them. The most difficult program to
analyze is the Traditional. In this case much weight was given to the
Rainbow Series of official Office of Economic Opportunity publications
about Head Start and to Hymes. (1968).

A. Description of Programs

1. "Bereiter-Engelmannu

(a) Characteristics of the Target Po anon

Little is said explicitly in this program regarding the
characteristics of young childrens but it is implicit in the
nature of the program that preschoolers are capable of a sub-
stantially greater amount of learning than they are normally
exposed to Implicit also is the assumption that acceleration
in respect to learning will not be dangerous or harmful to the
preschool child if properly handled, that is, focused on specific
areas, and the intensive effort limited to short periods. Im-

plicit also is the assumption that many preschool children will
not already possess a motivation to learn. Recognition is
given to individual differences in learning rates. The picture
of the preschool child that emerges from Bereiter and Engelmann's book
(1966) is that of a sturdy little organist who is maleable, not parti-
cularly sensitive, learns slowly, but will learn whatever he is
taught.
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Ruphasis is placed on the disorder and lack of discipline
whith characterize the background of the disadvantaged preschool
child Since these children have frequently not been l'ewarded
for intellectual effort, they will not be motivated to learn. 1..

Moreover, they may not have learned to vain e verbal praise4*W
adults!, Their most striking deficit, however, is* in, the areit4.3..
of language, and much attentionis devoted to an exiiication atlya
of the important difference between a language which is suffi-
ciont. for social intercourse and one whick is adequate for."
propositional stattkents... The authors do not believe ffiat . 1%

there are peculiar emotional needs or Problems associated .with
cultural deprivation. Even if this were the cede, the academic
deficiencies of didadvantaged children' are considered so Iriportant .
that if these are not reined:fed, no amount of praise or'ittetation .

frodt.the- teacher will suffice to give them self- confidence" or a
satisfactory self-image.

(b) denerial Goals of the Pro
.

The Bereiter-Engelmanti program is charaCterized by extrtay
heavy euphasis on learning. In fact, the progran really hi
little other purpose than the careful preparation of the child
in academic' areas. The. program developers are explicit in their'
indietence that the. primari. goal of the pteddioa rtiiiihfier. :..ge

disadvantiged children should be to bring thete a
competitive level 'with middle -class 'Children w'heett they? enter-0,
school. They are also explicit regitraingvklii:iiebeiteity';-if.thill.
is to be Kcomplished, of eliminating or underemphasizing ft mut-
ber of other important goals whioly ...... be cp1001,44,a;pres-Chcka. .
program. For example, they state that the Child t of
their program still disadvantaged.in-a,-m iniber:4o
not havingas large a vocabulary as the raidoile"j'.
not kiioilailklatuch about the utorld.'
made that. thlywneed not..acquiie theie things In iiirder..toreiti

schecill*d thVt seN3ctivity is` essential if asteldration
4*/:0-take placea, This program..also emphisizes that :gains in other
_areas such as. increased self-oonfidanci, datisfiiction A)* self;
(etc., will occur as by-products of confidenci.in-the acabinica..

.Mach Of- this emphasis is based on the assnmption bf:tar
timecatt.fact .a twoto-four-hour preschool day. The

authorttoi9i..noto seat to be against, enrichment as such, if there
is enough time for this and academic training too.

4, s
tr

(c) Teraporal Focus,

,:No:kitqar are the goals of the piogram limited to sellgted
areas,-b4i) the focus is preparatory; that is, the aim of this or-44
preschoWiliogram. is to prepare the children to enter the first It
gra:deIke position-to hold their own with middle-class children
who have...3,itid many advantages which they have not had.

006
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The,argument is made that if this is not done, nothing else that
can be done for these children will be of very, great importance.
Teachers are instttc ..ed to set intermediate goals daily, and to
hake every effort to assure that all children are making progress
with respect ,to theft goals.

(d) Predicted iitvelmerrt
,

veto

-1- gaga.ve
Program developers clearly eXpeCt increases in global

IQ if the program is properly implemented.,, This is reason-
able since much effort is devoted' to ,leading in areas which
are tapped by the Stanford-Bine,t, -tor. .example, In addition,
however, children &cold, opeCificOly. itOiave: in heir
ability to handle ranitetiCal congepiri*Ciniheir use of
language. Childten pfOgram, 'shOuld.make progress
tow ards learning to read,- learning tto addinesubtract, as
well as count. ,They_shOulst'beC.,.able to in complete
sentenced and have a,,:, clear im4eidtanding- of imiCh of the
basic structure of kOr .extiage, thy' should
understand the *Owing a negation...J. Plurality, logical in-
cluslot and exclusion, .prepositionalli:rialific*tion, etc.
The extent to whiCh these gailislare,:ineide'in.:oite year is
a function c the 'age of the group and the amount of time
available.

-2- Motivational , ,

The Bereiteri-Engelmann program strives to produce a
high motivation to achieve'in-acidemic areas. The desire
to Itget it right", tillo a good job.01, !'be smart", should in-
crease significantly if this* program is successful.

-3- SOcial

The social gains expected in this program are primarily
those having to do with confotmity to. a school-type situation.
Children .should learn to sit still, .follow directions, listen
carefially, concentrate, etc. Their Would not necessarily
be expected to interact iii more mature wrys with each other,
but the program developers. report that 1n. prototype classes
children did, in fact, learn uto cooperate, to respect each
other's property and feelings, and generally to enjoy one
another =s compare (Beieiter-Engelmann, 1966 )



(e) Curriculum Content and Organization

The curriculum in the per:404tigeitiann.:pioirOn is organized
into three areas, reading, language,, and atigitetic. (1) The
reading prOgrat is essentially Ci4driti learn t::.rec-
ognite and pronounce* consonants, bieikdt; The
short and long vowels are iderrkified..with appropriate marks.
They then learn to combine. thege soUnderprancitincing them to-
gether to form 'swords", some of which.aremegnipgAil, Moans are
not. P. example, children mightAearh-to pronounce the
short a, the t, and a ,number of. initial; consonants such as the
hard '4g, .8, and r. 'net WOuld"theti ,read '!gat ",1 neat", "rat ".
Net all sciunde or letter:kir°. taught initially;, thus, depending
upon- ifie stage **of .the raiding *Of* which -4-given child has
reached, he' Migilt :or .not Acilf ajA hiS letters.
(2) the lineie Pr9gr__ tik., .401 cOienteci,,t0Wei74-04ie structural and
logical componi.,e4 'of 'languages "einitiabizinit..;Or example,. recog-

- nl tica. plc neAtiktis ca eful listening f6r."4.04.3anids and tplurals,
and is general' .the meaning of words and phraigii. Mach emphasis

placed` not Just on iipi.4144 in sentences, but in
being tible' to 'rett0044§: "irifirds:"4.1i4 .140 them the basic unit.
(3) The program begins. with counting, and proceeds
thrOigii. the' Meaning (= )1 and sin ple equations in-
volving aaditibri and sattebtiOn. All of these propane are
characteriied IT :Careful; programming, freqUiit_review; and much
drill: Bach step r tip thorough3 mastered, b.efore-the group
is allowed to proceed to the next step.

Methods and Techniques,

-1- 'Locus of 'Control'
.

'There is no question that in this program the teacher
is in control: oftaik ielettion. It is the teacher's func-
tion to decide what the children will do and when. She
should pace the program in such e -*Ay that children in all
groups will experience success In, *kat they are doing, but
at the *pm' ti3 40 will be chane*(1.,r new taske.
(Cf...iftetesesiri). There is no,suideiltion that the child
can snake 14' own selection or '4.itlAelice .tiie curriculum by
his interests. What he is reacly.fOr'is ditenained`by his
respoUses, whibh*ihoUld be observed and .evaluated by the
teacher. Not only dOeS the ieicher co tro.). the selection of
tasks, but also the pace at whibh' theie.tiiisks are attempted.
So tar as the academic portion of the .prOgram is. concerned
then, there is no possibility for selection or choice on the
part of the children. It Should be pointed out, however,
that any given child receives only twenty minutes of each
of the three program areas per day, making alntal of one

01) hour during which his time is completely preempted.
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During ,other port ions , 0;0e. day. he Ilia be: allowed to select
froM AMong. a limited ntpker.,of aati:vities.-those which he
lrOtildAike; to participate int. It,48 not r,assurasd in this pro-
grain :that Pret!chool,:o,1441ran-%are necessarily motivated to
learn,, ..bait ratherAhat4hey timist f 4w:it to woe and to
exPe4enCe.a4ggeM. t4t.ithlis,leuaCe0s,,.. then produce a
motivation.', to; ItOrk, NO 44004 !;41As. erPituallY build up
an ayerali :dgksire to.-master.,.ditActat ,;taSka-and to do a
"Comp4iint 1*-phigiren,Are.,:alloecto44,04ned choice

,041147-gfaii ;.their -Will flit frail one
thisig to another, lea ..$3, item as !scans as its sensory
qua7lities becce6,3,:f

-- :

-2- enc an.sk;
64 /..14.444* IRCIA..844PearAPL are Vie.:;vez7 core of the

Bere#13r411/304a;*.:PrOgraPh...- 144: Ska 'three academic areas
is.gr zed, -#04-0ilMrart on
the park of the.. :4440 as . t,,4.:40004 ;Should follow.

ook.wiitchAc. Jp*Eitruptions that are to
.13e Oil. 4ncher tack to carry out the
ilistru.0:494.ansivniake "" iqi,:as to when to mote on to
the next .stip.

3- laniuoeg ,I.

,

..L.;;ra r putuy the *tire: Berif.terTIogelpiann. program can be
to ;be. POOSILt 140noltigi which is in

siiiyinbogc,*s....4044aniseci Au,chyerhalitation, and ofitse :f
Pc0a.e 1.4411.41 ...a.Spe.40,- of the linguistic
*az:T*4... :not .thei;Aiten4on :this to provide
Iires(07*1-.000wWith a4gsat,rde ormation, but to
help :Wog -agiiiire-i*e::t ogle -need in order
tO:04ate,,theinseltes.7,Thkii tools -0e,,essentially the uses
of language. 'Therefore, the :program should contain a maximum
amount of verbalization .by both teachers .and children.

4- Feedback

ih.l.4.*Afx. the aiiie iter-Alge:tilawk. program is very
specific 411:4_,4eriPiter4i shitrp: disagreemeAt with both

in
8,44 the Traditional, proO*14 A:: is essential,

.th,...,..:BeFeitagelP#L,PTANITATS, t.943r,944e the child with
in,4: very ,spec.:,.:1-49KMatioin,. regarding the correct-

ne0;:of.his,respons0. 4n.,exagOle4pArlielpto clarify the
degree of specificity intended. A child who was instructed
to put the yellow pencil on the boOk, and who put a green
pencil on, the book, might be responded to by a Traditional
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teacher. iikthie 114., a.:nhatliriftfei"41101r.. pat the Yellow.. ... . =

pencil cm.-- the-book": ltereiter. would have the
f.

1 %teach' 'Dar "lb hat' isstft-- Pew-
oil On the 'book -*int .-tt

iiii-f;itai that for -the, tho..-NAVY
eidu not

.. wow ml, 5 .'Mang. .

..bit3"- ithit'ItAtite that ho.;didAl'' '''Othelleise,
.. ,..,.... , ...v'i: -.3idt'' Vey' ..attentii" 'cliiitO.. leceelit thelbw .ii-

:- . faist-thit-thi,4tetelie*"004-$:""l*tts:14*-,..g, Ae,:alreadY .0x-..,.. : :-

diot' iiiisitive-iiifitordementle iikeld'Idoritinually, bat It
is Aided ai:itiLiititingeiltionner; '-'-ii`ot-'#-. .,J#teipt. to Pai!to ..>
the. eitlakt feel- good, biat. inIin .effart ttrreinforce -prealstar
those respcmaaa vhitiliiitildelitiiii -TWO;:'both positive and
negative reinforcement ,are, nied-in iiTerrApecifiClenner
IbtlinsiASti4:::pliiiiite,-*:-..tetterodSitkoccastons on -which the,
child does perfokm cçrreCt3 sin mhatlaa for him i difficult
tee. ". :ThilAilsoi Ot &Whir di; oth reward. igenere34
celled- reft I

..e /1 .* aipecto. of thin
.:. ',-re' ason for begining

tiñasi it 1* a

jsitinfi.:iir verbal. reinforce"
tint tritia-iniadult--for the'. that Ire.
'expected ;frith em in the pres is ie t1 Case,
it would be necessa27 to begin kith vhatsver i.e reinforaing
to the chili., It is essent.ia4.-lhiiiri Stage be
cm.17 the b

haiidobaiti ors::

Itie
procedure to that

a pat acme,-
be snfficient3*

ok to dispense
with leireii:the :Verbal ' '-'" ói T14s. is °Linea-
tiailt ,ti-'00ii.'" 4'-.- ;.'"... iichcu1iunate.. "*.e: in salf.7praise-di

..',..

: iii-atheislididsi '''Ciiet,ii-Oin.:4(ae
5-

Pure stimulation of the sentiesi.s.playip*tually no role
in the Bereiter-Engalma, nn. program: Although the authors re-
cog-Mite that eeverè *sort 4040iiitticakpan be damaging es-
pecially in the-tirst fee Six** of life0405 mantel& that
moat -disadimixtaged children reeelitre-aillitall'sensOry stlim-
Utica as ie n.âóaeary, 404-thet-letaek too latch In the way
-Ofinteiteetinit.ObjectiVAnd giniel-milVOIA*11,erve to over-
late their ands. dietfact their attention frcli: the basic task,
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They state, "an object -rich environment stimulates a cal-
turrlly deprived child to attend to a glitter of super-
abundant stimuli"...Sterilizing the environment is a firm
requirement of the work-oriented preschoola..Toys should
be limited to form boards, jigsaw puzzles, books, drawing
and tracing materials, cuisine re rods, and a miniature
house, barn, or set of fan animals. Paper, crayons, and
chalk, but no paint should be available for the expressive
play. Motor toys, such as tricycles, wagons, and climbing
equipment are not necessary for the program". Interestingly,
these authors also stress one of Montessori's notions. They
say, "a good toy does not teach a little bit of everything.
If it is good, it is a good vehicle for one concept. It

Should be presented in such a way that the child learns
this concept".

-6- Practice

Repetition and the formation of response habits are
greatly Stressed in the Bereiter-Engel mann program. Unison
responses,AkmetAmes accompanied by clapping to accentuate
the rhythm; rare very much utilized. the purpose of this
rhythmic response pattern is that it enables the teacher
to determine whether individual children are responding cor-
rectly. A. more important function, however, is that it
serves to accentuate certain important but easily overlooked
words, and to separate the words in a sentence so that they
can be recognized indivieually. thus counteracting what is
called the "great word syndrome ". The great 'word syndrome
is the habit of using phrases which are coMbinations of
portions of words, such as "dabidaw" for "that's a big dog".
The authors maintain that this sort of chunking of units
larger than single words is characteristic of the disadvan-
taged child, and makes it difficult for him to understand
the word as a basic unit. the evidence for this, their point

out, is the frequent inability of these children to reverse
the order of words even in a very short sentence.

-7- Competition

Here, Bereiter and Ehgelmann diverge sharply from
Montessori and also from the Traditional program. Friendly
competition and calling of attention to successful performance
by others is a common technique in this program. "Let's see
who can get it right first", and "Let's see if we can all do
it as well asiamgr did", are typical of techniques used by
these teachers. There is also competition with the teacher,
carefully structured by her so that the children frequeW4rwin.
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-8- Mgiggation

Manipulation of concrete materials does not play ax
significant role in the Bereiter-lingelmann program--not
because the developers consider it unimportant, but because
they are convinced that opportunities for manipulation are
plentiful outside the preschool.

-9- Grow ni

In the BereiterEngelmann program, children should be
graved roughly according to their ability. Ideally there
would be 15 children. in a class, grouped approximately 5
in each of three groups, and there would be 3 teachers for
this group of children. Cne would be teaching arithmetic,
one reading, and one language. Grouping should be flexible,
and children shifted on the basis of their performance as
well as other considerations, such as motivation. A child
who could keep.up with the top gem), but who performs
better when he is the. ',star" might be _shifted to the middle
group for this reason. Children are always taught the
academic program in these small .groups. .There is frequent
attention devoted to individual children throughout the
period of geoup instruction. Children rare called on indiv-

idually .and at times sone..additionallnstruction is given.
This !foist be kept to a minimum, however, in order not to
lose the attention of the. other chil4ren. Especially slow
learners. maty, be given individual: instruction at other times.

At times when the .children are not engaged in patterned
drill in any of. the three academic areas, it is not necessary
far them to remain in a particular group. They may work
individually or the remainder of the groups mar be combined.
However, the fact that there is nearly always some group
being given patterned drill tends to perpetuate the grouping
throughout the school day.

-10- limitation.

Imitation of the teacher is a very important technique
in the Bereiter-Engelmann program. In fact, this is pri-
marily what children are doing in the small groups when they
are being taught the three programs. Imitation, as used
in this program is closer to the meaning of matched-dependent
behavior as defined by Miller and Dollard (1941) than to the
Freudian notion of identification.
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(g) Classroom Atmo here and Teac sher Child Relations

The idea]. preschool for disadvantaged. children is described
by Bereiter-Engelmann as "generally.run in a business-like,
task-oriented manner". The school, 'they..say, "resembles more
nearly a high school than an elementary. school", and is
"certainly in striking contrast to the mother and her brood
atmosphere of many nursery schools". (Bereiter-Eagelmann, 1966).
But the fact that the classroom atmosphere is business-like
need not mean that it should be grim or depressing, and cer-
tainly children should not be apathetic. If ability grouping
is adequate, and if the programs are presented properly, the
children can, and should, enjoy them. luring the drills,
however, there is no permissiveness for inattention nor are
children permitted a leave the sessions. If the children sewn
too tired at the end of twenty minute sessiaas, it is suggested
that, the teacher reduce the tine.to fifteen minutes initially.

Although the Bereiter-Engelmann program is organized very
heavily around the use of positive reinforcement, the authors
do not hesitate to recamaend firm disciplinary procedures in-
cluding physical. punishment if necessary. They advocate this
only in cases in which it is clear that verbal instructions
have been largely ignored, ard that the child is testing the
teacher to determine whether or not she really means what she
says. They also advocate isolation, if necessary, and point
out that if this is to be effective it must be an uncomfortable
situation, that is, in a roast which is small,' unattractive, and
isolated from the rest of the class. In general, however, the
children are generously and frequently rewarded not only for
being correct, but also for trying, for working hard, and for
other kinds of desirable behavior. The children should be
lively, enthusiastic, and interested in their work.

SUMMARY

The Bereiter-Engel mann program is essertially a skill-training
program which emphasizes the acquisition of the tools of academic
progress--that is, the ability to handle linguistic and numerical
symbols. The techniques emphasized are those which come tram the
learning laboratory. They include repetition of response patterns,
matched-dependent behavior, and the use of extrinsic reinforcement.
Sensory sttualation and manipulation ax's de-emphasized. Children
are taught in groups, tasks are carefully sequenced, and the teacher
is the active agent in determining the content of the program.
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2. siDARC?S"

(a) Characteristicle at, jularet 1)o tion

In DARCEE, as in the Bereiter-Enge3mann program, the em-
phasis is not so much on the nature of the child as on the nature
of the program which is to be given him.

The. DARCEE program recognizes the same kinds of deficiencies
in disadvantaged children whidh most program developers have
identified--deficiencies in attitudes and in aptitudes. Spec-
iiical3y, the disadvantaged child is characterized by lack of
interest in academic matters, and an undisciplined approach
toward aphieveraent. Be is linguistically deficient.

(b) General Goals of the Pro "ram

Two .major goals characterize the DARCEE program.
(1) Remediatioir of linguistic and conceptual deficiencies and
(2) develoment of a nuiAber of attitudes which are related to
academic achievement. It could bard3y be. said that either of
these has priority over the other since they. are seen as parts
of the same problem and it is as "necessary to build in appropriate
attitudes as it is to attempt to teach concepts.

(c) Tearnporal Focus
4

Although it would be appropriate for middleclass children,
the DARCEE program is in maw respects remedial, and in this sense
the focus is on reaching intermediate goals. Teachers set specific
-standardi and work towards bringing all children to a given level
as soon as possible. On the other hind, the heavy emphasis on
working with parents in an attempt to extend curriculum goals in
the home suggests that effects of this program should also be
long -teen, and that saw of them will perhaps be more easily
measured distally rather than proximally at the end of the school
year.

(d) Predicted DevtlemtA

-1- Cognitive

Since there is a very heavy emphasis on linguistic skills,
it might be reasonable to expect IQ gains frau this program.
Gains may also be expected in quality of expressive language,
classification, and information about the world. Visual and
auditory discrimination should improve as well as ability to
handle concepts such as number, time, and space.



.2- Motivational

In this area, gains would be expected, in ability to
delay immediate gratification in favor of later reward,
persistence in solving tasks, and need for achievement.

.3- Social

Here, as in the Bereiter.Engelmann program, progress
would be expected with respect to, behavior appropriate to the
school situation--for example, paying
attention, following direction s., .using verbal rather than
physical persuasion, having respect' for persons and prop-
erty, eta. It is not entirely clear fran source materials
available whether one should "be able to measare gains in
ability to interact constructively with other children in
cooperative play.

(e) CurriculuaCContent and Or izatioan n

The skill development portion of the DAR= curriculum is
organized around three processes: (1) Input, (2) Association
processes and (3) Output.

(1) ljet

This aspect of the curriculum has been designed to
"help children perceive, decode, and encode stimuli which
they receive through all the sensory channels"...(Cupp,1967).

(2) Association Processes

"The skills of association, classification, and se»
quencing are critical in the assimilation of experiences
into some logical and orderly framework to facilitate quick
retrieval of information and to foster transfer of learning.
Here...the curriculum is organized to develop increasingly
more sophisticated schemata for organizing information"...
(Cupp, 1967).

(3) Output

..."Output is comprised of skills necesse y for ef-
fective verbal communication and expression of thought
patterns". (Cupp, 1967).

12
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Within these groups, each particular skill id organized
according to two dimensions: (1) along.ayertical continuum
frost a gross elementary level of discritd.nation to a more
specific and. oarplex.-lev el, and (2) horizontally along a
continutm from -concrete to abstract.

With respect to content, the curriculum is organized
around vnits. The first unit, for example, is about the
child. Then COMB a unit about pets, one about seasons, etc.

(f)* Methods "TechniquiSs, .:..s

4'1 'Locus ofitiztroa ' .

In the DAMES program, the teacher -is a very active
agent in the learnini.process, in contrast Us the Traditional
and Montessori:" proems . Her roe ii t-coitiparab.le- to the
teacher's role in the Bereiter-Nagel program. The
teacher determines what activities take place and when, and
she directs theseactiviges in the...Way...01)e. bgakeyes, Will
provide the greatest amount of learning. A' quote from one
of the ma* papers with which teacherS 'are prbvided may
make this veer clear: "This is: a school where :childreh
learn. Forer7thing that ihappens..in the:cleisfsroam shou4d help
them learn. Classroom organization includes teachers,
children, furnishings, and materials in ther'clasdroom...
Each activity is planned to help children learn. Certain
:skills and attitudes.,.bre selected as*.the tan purposes for
a lesson". -Children. in *the DAMES proem at ii" stilettoes
allowed to play, and given. scale choice, but even" their free
play activities are directed toward learning something.
The DARCF2 program clearly* row:v.:AO that...motivation to
learn is not necessarily present in preschool children, and
that this motive, as well as skills, *1st also be learned.

-.2- Secvtencing nd Task is

One of the most 'important principles in the DARCEE pro-
gram is that of sequencing. for example, in the area of
auditory discHmination, "polar conceptO of volume and pitch
are introduced for gross sound identification--loud-soft,
high-low. These general concepts are refined as the com-
parative, (louder-softer, higher-lower) and superlative,
(loudest-softest, highest-lowest) distinctions are introduced.
Eventually, sounds with these descriptions are identified
according to their sources. Decoding of verbal sounds is
stressed continually...the child learns to decode simple
directions, given verbally by the teacher. The complexity



of directions is gradually increasedly demanding more
precise responses and by multiplying the number of
directions in a specified seqUential order...(Later)
whole-word discrimination is introduced" and eventually
words are made more and more similar until only initial
consonants differ. '"Rhen one-letter sound distinctions
can be discriminated, the child is ready for work in
sound-letter association, in direct preparation for

reading". (Cupp, 1967).

-3- Language

Language occupies a more prominent place in the DARCEE
program than in any other with the exception of Bereiter-
Engelmann. The difference between these two perhaps lies

particularly during small-group times and at snack and meal

instruction with linguistic materials, ,conversation be-
tween

feedback

children and teacher, and among childen, is encouraged,

but it is clear that in .either case the childJshould got in-

modalities, is a formal part of the program.

less in degree of emphasis on language than in the methods

times. This is a primary technique:in developing expressive

=bidder range of stimuli with which the children interact

beads, parquetry blocks, puzzles, peg boards, and counting

skills and utilization of infonnation.

places heavy emphasis on the importance of contingent rein-
forcement. Less emphasis is placed on correction of errors

use of the same materials in a variety of ways insures a

-1- Feedback

and more on positive reinforcement for correct behavior,

than is the case in Bereiter-Engelmann. The basic five--

the DARCEE program, but as is the case with Montessori, the

certain amount of repetition. In addition, the sequencing
of the program within units assures practice until a certain
level is mastered.

.5- Sensory Stimulation

the DARCEE program. The materials, however, do provide a

for stimulation in various modalities, as well as manipu-
lation. In addition, sensory discrimination, in all

cubes--are all concrete objects which offer opportunities

.6. Practice

Stimulation of the senses per se is not emphasized in

The DARCEE program, again like Bereiter-Engelmann,

The role of response habits is not greatly stressed in

Y.... .4 4.* , r
=



atp211.....tion

r

Competition is not Stressed, but neither is it fOr- -'
bylen& Teachers utilize it indirectly in calling attention
4,!$%, aptatipiate behavior on 'the port of irldividual' Chilciren,
'add' giV lzvieh prelise to these tibildren 'in a way which'add

4 ye
.? stggeatig that their behavior is to beimitated. ..," ,.. -4

!fp

Manipulation of concrete materials is a very pronine4
aspect of the DARCY& program. Teachers manipulate maler-j.a.la
in creating designs which the children are then required -to
copy: Children spend a great deal of time, of course,
manipulating beads, blocks, Picture cards, etc.

-9- GroLeti. 1

04 In the DARCEE program, children are grcuped accoraing,
to3 initial level of performance. As in Bereiter-Engeknann,
there shczzld be three adults, one for 'Saab group of ibout-
five children. Throughout the day the children work in
groups, all members of a group doing the Saito thing. 41

-10- Imitation

Matched.dependent behavior is also a very important
''dart of the DARCEE program. Teachers frequently make towers,
*Signs, etc., 'which the childrich are to copy. The DARCEE-, .

'''''Pliogrtna does not depend on an 'identification process to
.4. I.. develbp.Ochievernent motivation, persistence and other at-

*iitudes but rather these'. aie directly reinforced.

(g) Classroom Atanos here andTeacher-Child-RelOtions
..

-Moochers are advised that the clasiro4i should be both quiet
and olaerly. Children are required to 'sit straight in their .4-.41,

chairs, and they leave their chairs only wpen told to do so.
I:Speaking in laud voices is not permitted. Children line up when.v..
01over they are moving from one room to another. Inthis respect,

the ,DARCEE program is more like the Montessori program than any
other. The teacher's relationship to the child should b# warm,
but firm. The teacher's' role is teaching, not providing. .

einotional support or being-a substitute mother.
.

Children are managed in the DARCEE program almost entirely is
by a posItive reipforcement. Teachers call attention to approptiae
behavior as it' is exhibited, and much stress is laid on beirtiVea-
ificand giving reinforcement of the kind of behavior desired.:.
Physical punishment is not used. t, A

110,



SUMMARY

The DARCEE program emphasizes development of skills, but in
addition incorporates explicit attempts to develop attitudes related
to learning. Children are taught in groups, tasks are carefully

analyzed and sequenced. Techniques considered important in this pro-

gram also derive fray the learning laboratdry. They include ex-
trinsic reinforcement, manipulation of materi41s, practice, and a
very heavy emphasis on language and on imitation in the matched-

dependent sense. In this program, thi teacher is the active agent

in content selection.

3. "Montessori"

a

(a) Characteristics of the Target Ebpplation

Montessori saw the young child as bursting with curiosity
and an innate eagerness to learn. She,atressed the individuality
of each child, with his peculiar combination of capacities, fund
of information, and methods of learning,. 'She believed that pre-
schoolers naturally take much pride in achieving. She saw the

preschool years as a time when tremendous strides in intellectual
development are possible, if the chins uniqueness is respected.
She also believed the preschool child tebe capable of intense
and lengthy concentration, and felt that language is not his best
aid in learning.

Montessori put great emphasis on the lack of order and
structure in the environment of thetdisadvantaged child as com-
pared with his middle-class peers.. , called attention to the

disorganization present in the st environment of the slum
children with wham she worked, and related this to handicaps in
respect to conceptualization and learning skills. She regarded
intellect not as a constant to be determined, but as a function
to be developed.

(b) General Goals of the Program

The goals of a Hontessori'preschdt1 program fall into four
general categories: (1) Development of senses, ability to
discriminate, identify, and match, (2),Conceptual development,
including mathematical concepts, size,,weight, volume, etc.,
(3) Competence in daily activities of the kind involving house-
keeping and personal care, and (Ii) who might be called character
development--the development of indepeUence, self-discipline,
persistence, and love of learning. Intl of these areas, the
keywords are order and system in learning.i
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(c) Tan oral

Montessori, like Traditional , is a program .which focuses
on the long -team developmental .processes. ThOoritessori pro-
gram is intended to be an educational philosoPhy extending from
preschool thratgh the twelfth grade. Individual children may
be advanced in sane areas and retarded.in others; 'thus, it is
not possible to set standards atan intermediate level which
would be expected of all childreti.

( d) Predicted ..Developuent

-1- Costnitive,

0

Like the Traditional program, the Montessori program
sets no specific goals for ,children to .:reach at the end of
a given period of time. The emphasis on cognitive develop
ment, however, is much more obvieds in the Montessori pro-
gram and can easily be derive frau -exaMination of the
materials used. Acadenic materials, for example, are
clearly designed to teach concepts such ai Oeight, length,
volume, number, letters, etc. ether or 'not: 4. given child
has mastered any part of *these. concepts depends' entirely
upon his motivation, and whether or not he - reached an
appropriate level to be given the -material. It is doubtful
whether a measure of IQ gain is an appropriate method of
assessing progress in a Montessori class at the end of
one year.

-2- Motivational

This is one area in which it should be possible to
assess.the success of a Montessori classroom. Heavy stress
is laid on the child's developing- independence, persistence,
and a task-oriented attitude. Children in a Montessori class,
regardless of what they have learned.in the way of content,
should have made gains with rel5sect to ability to concentrate,
and habits of persistence in solving tasks.

-3- Social

It is not entirely clear what should be expected in
the way of social skills from children in Montessori class-
room. Increased self-control and respect for materials and
for the rights of others could certainly be predicted. These
should make for smoother peer 'relationships. Hower, since
there is little daphasis on group activities, ohe might not
expect much change in role-playing or skill in integrative
play.

.)

4.-
Vitas
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(e) Curriculum Content and Organization
't ,,

Mohtealsort is charaCteriZ4eby the Organization of
curriculim.:ddntent intei *three: large .datetOiieiti'lifierciaes for
daily living, iutd!'*6id&aib' ;Materials.
These. samiii.'three' areas. can be read: raCt#d *4*. the
"abritent' of Traditional igtOtcista for

diti4.34*ing would rottitihe. be program,
and lioUld'bii e0S-entidAy 6-4-1043,1*-Ofp104.4tb-three-year-
olds s but = fottir withou* ptit*ionaltriichO,41. begin here
too, and'the piOgreSiltO:sene,Olal and
academic. ziatkiriails is. the.iiiiiction o!` each child's' bapacity to
work through the program.

(f) Methods. uand es

-1.- LOCUS* of Catzse.

IA Montessori, the: child *SW 40.0idiv What he will
study.: 'Di fact, Morit:eSP.ort t.43.440,0 e even less

4

obtrutite 'in the --viler in the
TraditAnal. :4+..:<'':61 not to

tb tiokah;., VIA' a to ';0'.";, eat in which

the child can learn. :ii;itiOtia and in

tere:Os. deteri4ne the sid* 'd.:**(0tWit:';:. Motivation
ii"eitremOy Important., It'''4.-$.001Mgri"tO jntrins ic, and

related: to the nature' of the taliak aud'''its 'Suitability for

the learner.

The teacher, hOweiter, ntfb *PaikaiVe. She should
keep carebil chigrin, since it
is her task to 331u-70dt14 new n44,04, .;it the :appropriate

tiate. The appr4opfiateiieti- of the tliae.'70 'ilefermined by the

child's prvigreiss up,to.Ogit .itiiihat Hunt calls

the probikm of the iaatCh. (1961)'. The child, however, is
the active person in the learning process:, and there is

great emphasis on flexibility-and-motiltation. The k term
here is s elf - education. the learning process is seen as
one that Carnes trait within and, the teacher, therefore, must
remain unobtrUsive.

..2- Sequencing and Tast Analysis

With 'respect to seciencing of tasks, Montessori much
more resembles .the Bereiter-Engelmann program than it does
the Traditional program. It tight be said that both
Montessori and Bereiter-Engelmann styles involve "programed"
activity, but with one important difference. In Montessori,
the program is not imposed on the child or even suggested
to him, but is simply inherent in the nature of the materials
and the ways, in which they can be used. Sequencing la eat-

treaely important in the Montessori method and even the exer-
cises for daily living are carefully programmed in small steps.
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-3- Language
,

is tive-of-the-TraditionairprOgrirriVitatessori em
phiiizes the difficulties that language presents -in the
learn ,process for the very young...ch0.14-,,,Teachere are
not to talk any, more than is .necessary., Aheir instructions
or.ccemments-shcm134 liso quite briet.o. and,iery.-_,Ompick There
is no provision in the Montessori, program for. Radiation
of .lingui4itic deficits, thOUgh.Oiere,.4 -no-,pros.cription
agalipt the. vise. Of .sPecitic lAnwiage 'materiAlls .where taw

. seem to be called for. In ge;ie*:., thii.doiis.;noto or should
not, increase the amount. of 34giiis_fic. interaction occurring
otherwise in the cies:growl; which

-4- Feedback

On the question of reinforcementi. thickontessori pro-
gram is quite different from .tha other three.: The basic
attitude derives tram a belief-in-the-spOntaneous interest
and. joy which ,preschoolers take in, learning, provided they
are-giiren an opportunity to attenlit. *ski which are suitable
fpr their capaCitiet; other )rordir,',;14 is given

material at the appi-Oglate a.l.evel. at which he can
succeed with same .effiirtO-he will enjciy learning and it will
not be necessary to ,Provide.extringc motivation to reward
him for doing a gtioct lettson., Montessori implied that
children will be annoyed' by supetnuous .e#*tieous reward
for something ilthiph .its own rewarcl..,:-Ormaeliy.mastery of a

task. If the task is too "easy for Kb! ,. Ji±e Kill be bored.
If it is too difficult, he will be trulitrated, but If it is__
just right, he will enjoy the ck-alenge.,and take pleasure
in sticcesa. Negative reiodbabk expreesly. forbidden. A
child is never to be told that he is mistaken. or wrong. He
is simp.3y ba ,reinatrUdted. In a Nonteseori classroom
then, one should find leas. praise thaw in the other three.
No material reinforcement is advocated of ,course.

.5. Sensory Stimulation e

This is a very linportant aspect of a Montessori program..
The assumption is made that the development of. the senses is
vitally important in the intellectual development of the
child. This focuses attention on the perceptual environment
and on the materials to be presented to the child rather than
on the child's response. This aspect of liontessori' a program

derives primarily from her knowledge of, Itard's (1962) peda-
godical methods in the education of the wild boy of .kveyron.
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It is difficult to define the role which practice plays
in a MoAtessori program as it is in the Traditional. program.
Although there is no explicit attempt to make sure that a

continues to repeat activities, the fact that the

materials can be used in, a variety of ways, sane more ad-

vanced than others, does insure a certain amount"of repetition

witan each task. The sitUation is one that Might be

labelled "intellectual cafeteria feeding". The child is

free to initiate an activity or not, and no pressure is put

on him to do axty. particular thing. Once be does initiate

an activity, however., there is strong encouragement to

follow a standard procedure end tints "practice". It is pro-
bably fair to say that the emphasis is on sensory stimulation

rather than on development of response habits, since the

habits emphasized are more procedural than "correct response

habits" in the Italian sense.

4- Competition

Competition has no place in the Montessori program, nor

is a child ever compared with another child. Total emphasis

on uniqueness, individuality, and a respect for the child's

con interests is vital.

.8. Manipulation

Manipulation g materials is a very important technique

inn Itontessori--botNfraa the standpoint of providing sensory

stimulation and as a primary method of learning specific con-

oapts. For example, children feel shapes, trace sandpaper

letters with their fingers, place cylinders in holes so that

they fit exactly, identify objects by touch while blindfolded,

etc.

-9- Group

lh.th the exception of short periods of whole-group
activity, there is no formal grouping in a Montessori class-

room. In fact, informal grouping should occur infrequently
since children are expected to work individually, and few

of the matiatials flare constru.cted for use by more than one

person at-a time.

-1 0- Imitation

Imitation in the sense of direct copying of the behemior
of another (matched-dependent behavior) is very much a part
of the Montessori program. Teachers show children in great

detail each step in a task and expect the children to imitate

exactly what they are doing. It is a major technique in skill

learning, and is used in all activities frail washing dishes

to manipulating counting beads.
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(g) Classroom Atmosphere and Teacher..Child Relations

The ideal Montessori class is much qUieter and more orderly
than the ideal Traditional class. There is little &Oasis on
the emotional relationship between the teacher and the child.
The teacher is not seen as a mother substitutes=biit rather as
an 'aide and a resource to the 'child in the .Piticese of .self-
education. Her manner should be friendly, but satewhat detached,
as the child is supposed to be developing *independence and the
ability.to direct his ovni activities. In this respect,
Montessori more resembles BereiterEngelnann than Traditional.
Great emphasis is 'placed on respeCt for other people's right to
continue their own pursuits, and the teacher doeis not interrupt
children even to help them, unless heap is requested or unless
they are obviously in difficulties frara which they cannot eactri-
cate themselves. The general atmosphere, then, is one of quiet
and orderly indivililual effort.. There is heavy ',Oasis on care
of materials, orderly procedures such as putting way the
materials when finished with them, and in general treating people
and property with respect.'

One of the strongest emphases in--the Montessori philosophy
is the development of self-discipline. There are a few unbreakable
rules in this kind of preschool. The child may take ,only apparatus
that is not in use. He may not interfere with anY other child,
and he should not use the materials except for the purpose for
which they were intended. He may stop Working with a piece of equip-
ment at -any time, but must return it to its proper place. Montessori
has stated, "Our aim is to discipline for activity, for work, for
good--not for immobility, not for passivity, not for obedience".
(Montessori, 1964) . Ruphasis is not on "taking turns", but rather
in pursuing one's own interests as long as these do not interfere

with the rights of others. The few rules are very strictly en-

forced, but it is the teacher's task to help the child understand
these, and physical punishment is not used. The child's dignity
must be respected al all times.

SUMMAEC

Montessori is the program which is characterized by a high
degree of structure, combined with a very great flexibility. It
is highly structured in respect to the careful analysis- and se-
quencing of tasks, but flexible in the sense that it is indiv
idualized, and expects each child topursue his own interests.
The teacher's role in this program is to provide opportunities
for interaction. with materiale which, for each child at a given
time, are appropriate for his' level O$ achievement, consistent with
his interestiand not in excess of his capacity-to succeed. The

program emphasizes sensory stimulation, manipulation, and intrinsic
motivation as techniques in learning. Language, ccoupetition, and
reinforcement are de-emphasized.
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14. "Traditional"

(a) Characteristics of the Target Population

The picture of the preschool child which emerges in this
program is that of a tender, shy, yet eager organism, easily mania.
pu.lated. The preschooler .is seen as egocentric, but at the same
time insecure. He is seen as needing large am,opnts of warmth,

patience, tolerance, and affection. He IS' eager to please and
curious about things which he can relate to, his own experience.
He is likely to be damaged emotionally by' acceleration, Pressure,
or over-control. He is very practical and concrete, and his cap-
acity to utilize language is minimal.. He ]earns slowly. He has

a natural drive and sense of wonder.

The disadvantaged child as seen by those in the Traditional
program is in many respects not essentially *different from any
preschooler. He is only more so.. For example, more shy, more In
need of affection, less confident, etc. Some special character -

ist ics of the culturally disadvantaged are: Lack of experience
with the environment, lack of stimulation, lack of curiosity,
lack of books and toys, poor physical condition, and poor language
development.

(b) General Goals of the Program

The goals of the official Head Start preschool philosophy
are very broad. They include, cognitive, motivational, social,
and physical dev.elopment. This list, taken from :goad Start Rainbow

Book No. 14 suggests that. the cognitive. development. is perhaps less"

stressed than are same of the other goals, but linguistic effect-
iveness is explicitly mentioned:

Learn to work and play independently
Became able to accept help and direction from adults
Learn to live effectively with other children

Develop .self- identity

Grow in competence and worth
Sharpen and widen language skills, both listening

and speaking
Be curious
Grow in ability to express inner, creative impulses
Grow in ability to channel inner, destructive impulses

(c) Temporal Focus

The Traditional program does not recommend intermediate,
short term goals which are explicit and set by the teacher. The

emphasis is rather on development in all areas and at each child's
natural pace. This prevents setting any standard 8f achievement, or
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apecific goals for all children. The temporal focUs is long-term,
and the program is not seen as preparatory, except the broad
sense of providing appropriate: early eotperiendes. which form the
foundation for further °dEivelopnent. One source writer cautions
against trying to make pregiatiol a watereddiiwzi first grade. This

is referred to as the "dribble-dOwn disease".

(d) Predicted Development

-1- cognitive,

Although it is clear that the Traditional, program
does expect children to make gains in irarigtab aspects of

intellectual development, it 'is not at all cleat'that these

should necessarily be reflected in increases in overall IQ.

Among specific' goals listed aree -Ability .to think, under-

standing at -cheltroi.114-and itipovetie0 in -langditis
both receptive and eip4talve. It V( also stated that/in
general they ShoUlebe "able. to "mote along
through kindergarten and first grade. tognitite development,
however, is only 01)3 pi' the goals of this program and not
necessarily the most important one.

-2- Motivational.

Children in the Traditional Program are expected to
develop a greater curiosity about themselves and the world.,
and 'a more positite' 'attitude triWard following.instructions

and ..imitating the teacher. T1 should also develop a greater
need for achievement and a sense Of 'Pride in their own
accanPlisiments.

-3- Social

The Traditional program is intended to improve a child's
self-confidence and self-discipline. The:, ability to express
one's self and to interact -su.ccessfully-.with one peers and
with adults should increase.' The program should develop the
children's verbal skills and help them to use these in their

interactions with others to a greater extent than was orig-

inally the case.

(e) Curriculum Content and Organization

Broadly speaking, there is cone.derable similstrity in 'the

content of al.l. preschool programs regardless of method. After all,
no one tries to teach four-year-oldsthe-hames of all the presidents,
though presumably this coed be done. Consensus arises, of course,
from the fact that there are so many basic things that four.qear
olds do not know. The names of common objects, basic concepts

etog
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such as time, foods, etc., words used in making sensory discrim-

inations in various modalities, and many other things form a part
of all. curricula for preschool children. The curriculum in the
Traditional prcigiam is diztingaished not by a* particular con-
tent, but rather by its flexibility. It may- include anything
which is of interest to the children at a'particular time.

(f) Methods and Techniques

-1- Lams of Control

In'the Traditional program, the children and not the
teacher: should be the deciding factor 'regarding what is
learned. Thiii does not mean, of cours, that the teacher
has no plan for the class, but it does Meen.that she does
not have in -mind a particula Set of factS or any particular
goals which take precedence over themotivationof the
children. Rather than trying .explicitly "tki, teach sanething
to the childreg-ship should provide oPportluiittes for learning
and follow whateter direction. -seems most preferable at a
given time. She doesdoes not insist that 'the children learn
any particular tiling, but watches for opportunities to ex-
pand their horizons.

Motivation is one of the most important variables in the
Traditional program. Very heavy stress is laid, on the fact
that whatever a child learns when he is. unissitivited (if indeed

he learns anything at all) will be of little value. Great
stress is laid on the concreteness of the preschool child,

and the fact that whatever he learns inust, tie -related to him
personally in sane way. The teacher le urged' to take advantage

of all occurrencips.which have .an intrinsic interest for the
child;sirce these 'provide opportunities. for learning. Pri-
mary importance is placed on the enthutiaft and excitement
which an event generates.in a young.child. The implication is
that if ti.^ is sufficiently interested, he will learn.

-2- eeqquencing ,* is

Eniphasis in the Traditional program is on the relatedness
of infozmation in all areas. With respect to sequencing, the
following statement fran Imes (1968) should surf ice, "No

activity is to. foundational that all others depend, on it, nor
is it crucial that certain facts or skills or Concepts be
mastered first. Begin wherever the liveliest action is.
Only one thing really matters - -a teacher must stay close to
the cutting edge of childrens enthusia,sm.. The teacher should
not have a fixed idea of what the children should learn or
at what particular time".
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.3. Language

There is apeculiar ambiguity in the Traditional pro-
gram regarding the- use of 'language. On the one hands the
linguistic deficiencies of the' disadvantaged are ittphasized,
and stress is plated-on the necessity to help children to
progress towards a more effici,Lt use of..?anguage 'in both
expression and listening.- 4A- he 'titlier-hand, the limited
capacity of preschool children to use language' in learning
is emphasized. Teachers are Cautidierriot to insist that
the child speak more loudly or more distinctly, because
this may destroy, his self-co1,2fidence and inhibit him. They
are also advised not 'to do *rich talking: It is not
.clear, 'however, how the teacher is to. imprOve the child's
linguistic skills,: especially the, e.xpressive skills if she
is not to do explicit teaching. sPainhcaf Book-. No. b states
"a Child learns . to' talk -effe4iitiDy by being 'listened to --
and then responded .to = -by pertion he cares !about". It
would, probably be accUrat:e.to ea -that the -child's listening
skilla should be ,enhanded through the whole-gtOup activities
such as listening to records or listening-to .the teacher
tell a story, .and .that his exPressive iihoUld improve
as a result of conversation with the adults in the class-
roan and perhaps with the other children during the course
of his .play activities

.Feedback

In the Traditional program, teachers are advised to give
children much praise. They. are not, however, advised to point
out explicitly:his errors.. In fact, teachers are specifically
cautioned against eaphisis On right and,Nrong and against
specific camaanda. This is one of the, most orddial and most
controversial aspecte of these four programs... -The, basic
question is whether 'it is more important tb give tits preschool
child specific and. definite 'information regarding his errors
or to praise him indiscriminatek,in ,orderlo-:build up his
confidence. The Traditional*. program"emphasizes praise re
gardless of whether the .chilcys,performance tit adequate ac-
cording to some standard, -though obviously in berhaVior manage-
ment there is sole Contingency, s.ince the teacher

be
not

praise Undesirable' behavior. FO tsuggestion -cotad la's found
that 'the teacher should: pride '414.ernal reinforcement in the
form of material rewards either for particular activities or
for increased interest in, or attitudes toward, learning.

Sensoor-Stimulation

This is one of the strong emphafies in the Traditional
program. The child should have an opportunity to see, hear,
taste, and manipulate many different things. It is said(Hymes)



that the child learns best through concrete events which
have a meaning for him personally. Appropriate techniques
in the classroom include concrete items, field trips, visitors,
pictures, fragrant items, movies and W. An object-rich en-
vironment is provided, with maw different kinds of toys.

.6- Practice=.111=0

The role of practice in learning is virtuall.y =mentioned
in any source material on the Traditional program. Repetition,
but ofIsensory items, is mentioned briefly in glues who
says that young children learn slowly and need 'things re-
peated numerous-times. Practice does occur, of course. It
comes about as a result of. repetition of activities in which
children participate, but there is no stress on an explicit
attempt to have the child repeat or 'practice any particular
skill.

-7- Ctia.sn
In the Traditional program, children are not compared

with one another and the use of competition is specifically
proscribed.

-8- Mmapulation

It is difficult to specify the role which manipulation
of materials plays in the Traditional program. The environ-
ment and wealth of yaaterials provided certainly promote
physical interaction and handling. On the other- hand, there

is no explicit attempt to insure that. :children use the
materials nor is there any particular way in which a- given
item must be manipulated. Regarding the kinds of toys, the
Rainbow Book No. states, "toys should be abstract; that is,
they should look not to literally like any specific object".

-9- Grou.2

In the Traditional classroom, the children are not
grouped arbitrarily with tile exception that there is a period.
during the day when all children are brought together for some
whole-group activity such as singipg or a,story. Even at
this time, however, no child is forced to participate. Other-
wise children are free to play alone or foul their own groups
and move frail one group to another freely as they choose.
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t

hitation
*

Tlie.rble of imitation which can be extracted frau
sourceureievant to the Traditional program. is not matched-
dependent behaviorsas described by Miller; and Dollard, ( 1911)
but rather closer to the Freud to notion of _identification.

moJar 1.4gan points out (1967) that Freud described id.en-
tifice,titin as "the endeavor to .mold a .person's own ego
after the fashion of one 'that *pi been-taken as a model".
Kagan-44%0sta, that two major goal states are involved in
identification behavior: (a) mastery of the enviroment
and .(b).:.1fte and affection. This notion .of identification
peons toife.tvery much' a Part of the Traditional 'program.
The teacher in thit prOgram extld.become a.sruch-loved
model of 4pp'repriate,behavior. It seems. to be much more
relevant :4. the developnent of values and attitudes than
to the learning of skins. Some writers -caution teachers
against making models for the children to copy.

(g) Classroom AtmospherejoLps here and Teacher-Child Relations

In* atmosplitire .in a Traditional classroau should be one d
happylreedatt,ifithin.limits. Children should not be required to
sit still for long peV.odss nor should therbe-reemented. They
shouldgeel free to .puysue their own Jitteriiit most of the time
and shtill7d not be forced to engage...in activities which do not
interest them...-92het classrqau.:.ehotild, not. necessarily be quiet,
but nel.thOkehould it be -w.404,- shrieking bedlam. In 'general,
the teachetithould be waigleslitiportive, non - critical., and as non-
demanding as possible and still maintain ordefIVThe-elitssroan
should be condncteid at a leisurely pace. Particilar stress is
placed on the.emiiitiionjal needs .of these.. children, and this necessity
for the teacheritbe-warm, patient, affectionate, and tolerant.

. In the TradiaCnal class roam, Children should not be phy-
sically punisheds4ut should be corrected gently:using positive
rather than negatite statements. In the case of caupletely un-
inky behavior, the$teacher may tentporarily, isolate the child from
the rest of 'the gitcap, but always Vith an:adult -preseirt: Un-
desirable behaviorotay be Unwed or the teacher may use diversion
or redirection. Sge ihonld alifays disapprove. of the act, and -

not of the child. 4.In the Traditional program emphasis is placed
on understanding and,reaching the child, not on manipulating
his behavior. Chitiiien should be praised a lot, smiled at a lot,
their names :shouldebe 'void, 'and in general they should be treated
with respebt for 'their individuality. They should never be shamed
or ridiculed, nor s3i6uld they be forced to display good manners.
The teacher should -polite to the children, making requests rather
than demands. t be a climate of freedom, with choices
available to the chi insurance against .over - controlling and
over-rkanipulating

.
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The Traditional preschool as exemplified in the training
program at North Carolina stresses emphails on the child, elimi-
nation of proximal goals, lack of sequencing in learning,
emphasis on learning through events and through concrete mani-
pulation, de.emphasis on language, and a stressing of a wide
range of choices for the child. Great streseis placed on
individual differences and on dealing with each child individually.

No specific theory of learning appears) to guide the pro-
cedures recommended in the Traditional preschool. Two techniques
are primary: (1) Imitation in t%sense:that is closer to 'the
Freudian concept of identification than to filapr and Dollard's
concept of matched-dependent behavior; that .is, children are said
to identify with, and learn to behave likb,ithose adalth when
they love. If the children learn to love te teacher and she
provides a good model of behavior, they should begin to behave
or want to behave as she does. (2) The second technique is that
of learning through play. The so- called free-play period, some-

times called work-play period occupies the lirgest single portion
of the school day in a Traditional preschooVA This is a time
during which children are allowed to engagiireln whatever activities
they choose, and appears to be a time when they are simply playing,
but the philosophy of the Traditional preschool is that at this
age children do learn best through play. "gy. are assumed to be
planning, investigating, organizing ideas and developing skills.
It is not clear whether the kind of play in which the child en-
gages has any necessary relationship to what he learns, although
it is known, of course, that materials can affect patterns of
behavior, e.g., certain materials (Van AlOtyneye1932) and certain
activities (Janus, 1943) are related to more verbalizggion. At
any rate, the material and physical arrangements in the Traditional
preschool encourage various kinds of activitOps such as pretend
games in the housekeeping corner, physical exercises on balance
boards and jungle gyms, the manipulation c materials such as
puzzles which develop eye-hand coordination and sensory discrim-
ination, and curiosity at the science table.. A parallel can be
drawn between the emphasis in the TraditioW program on the con-
creteness of young children, and piaget's slfge_of preoperational
thought. Beyond this, however, attempts to relate the
Traditional program to any particular theory or model of learning
would appear strained. It might be fair to sarthat this pro-
gram emphasizes learning by doing.

t
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B. 'Su oitin Evidence for tions .

. . .

Since these descriptions of programs are derived from many
sources, it is perhaps appropriate to question whether they are
consistent with the attitudes of .consultants for these programs.
No direct evidence is available. However, there is sane indirect

evidence that the program descriptions are reasonably consistent
with the views of the consultants for each of the programs. This

evidence comes from a ."Statepienti.'Test:" de!ised in the following

way: A number of statements regarding;marious 'dAmenalions of pre-
school programs were e*tracted fran the sources listed Above.

These statements were then placed. on. 3 x 5 cards and presented to

consultants, who were. asked to rate :them on a 5 point scale fran

strongly agree to strongly disagree. (Statements Test attached as
App. 1). Percent agreement of consultants is. greater with the

statements taken from their own program) than with those taken
from other sources, and disagreement scores are quite low.(Tab)0 1).

This does not, of course,. mean that no statements were disagreed

with, but it does indicate that these descriptions are probably

not discrepant to any significant extent.
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TABLE 1
,

CONSULTANTS' AGREE ENT WITH STATEMENTS FROM FOUR PRESCHOOL METHGDS

(STATEMENTS TEST")

CONSULTANTS PROGRAMS

Bereiter-Eagelintum DARCEE Montessori Traditional

Ag. Ms. A-D Ag. Di'a .14 Ag. Ms. A-D Ag. Dis. A-D
L. .I. j., % % j. L j_ % L % j,...

Bereiter-
Engelmann 81 9 72 77 13 614 46 46 0 17 74 57

DARCEE 52 21 31 92 0 92 50 27 23 17 63 46

Montessori 49 23 26 62 17 145 77 0 77 57 20 37

Traditional* 38 39 1 66 17 49 62 14 48

*Mean of two
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II. pH:RENTING TREAIMENTS

A. Recruitment of Teachers and Aides

1. Teachers

Teachers for three of the experimental programs were recruited

fran a pool of twenty two of the previous year's Head Start teachers
who indicated a willingness to attend special workshops daring the
stunner. These twelve (14. fox each of three programs) were selected
cooperatively by the. Coordinator for Head Start, Community Action

Ccemission, the Director of Head Start for Louisville Public Schools,
the Supervisor of Head Start for rnuisville Public Schools, and the
Project Director, University of Louisville.

Criteria used for selection were: (a) interest in programs,
(b) previous academic training and other indications.of potential for
new learning, (c) balance of such criteria among the three programs
and (d) likelihood of completion of the training program.

To obtain Montessori teachers, visits were made to Midwest

Montessori Institute in Chicago, Xavier University in Cincinnati,
and Fairleigh-Dickinson University in New Jersey. Two persons who

were taking their training in an &week workshop at Fairleigh-
Dickinson University were recruited. In addition, a certified

Montessori teacher- was obtained locally to supervise the two Mont-
essori interns, who could not meet requirements of their internship
without such supervision. Biographical information on teachers by
programs is given in Table 2. This was obtained by means of two

questionnaires. (App. II).

2. Aides

Aides in the experimental classes were neither recruited nor

selected. Their assigrment was dictated solely by the placement of

classes in schools. This was necessary because of the Head Start
requirement that aides be residents of the neighborhoods in which
Head Start classes are located. Thus, though teachers could be

shifted from one school to another as experimental design required,
aides could not. Consequently, the placement of a particular class

determined who would be the aide.

B. TraininLof Teachers and Aides

1. Teachers

(a) Pre-Service Training

Bereiterann

Arrangements were made with the Colonel Wolfe Preschool at
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TABLE 2

TEACHERS' BIOGRAPHICAL DATA

Educational Level Teaching Experience (Ail .

Age No. Years
levels)

6/11/69 College Degree None 1-5 yrs. More than 5

Bareiter4ngelmann

Teacher 1 54.0 4.00 yes x

Teacher 2 32.0 1.00 no .
x

Teacher 3 52.0 4.00 no x

Teacher 4 40.0 4.00 no x

7 it. 45.5 7 = 3.$ % = 25

DARCEE

Teacher 5

Teacher 6

Teacher 7

Teacher 8

33.0 0.25 no x

33.0 3.00 no x
.

36.0 1.50 no x

36.0 2.00 no x

= 34.5 x= 1.69 %= 0

Montessori

Teacher 9 26.0 4.00 yes

Teacher 10 22.0 4.00 es

= 214.0 7 = 4.00 % = 100

x

x

Traditional

Teacher 11 28.0 4.00 yes x

Teacher 12 33.0 2.00 no x

Teacher 13 1.42.0 2.00 no

Teacher 14 39.0 3.00 no x

7 = 35.5 7 = 2.75 % = 25

x
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the University of Illinois for four teachers to attend a 4-week
training program* held there in the Bereiter- Diann method.

DA EE

Four teachers were sentto George.Peabody University to
attend the regular 8-week Head Start training program for that
region, a training program.which is based on. the DARCEE philosophy
and metho-ds. Arrangements were made through the National Head
Start office.

Two other individuals (former Head Start Aides) were also
sent to the same training program. These were the Home Visitors
who were to work with parents of children in the DARCFS experi-
mental program.

Montessori

The two Montessori teachers were already attending the
8-week Montessori training program at Fairleigh-Dickinson
University.

Traditional

Arrangements were made through the national Head Start
Office for four teachers to attend the 8-week-training program
at the University of North Carolina for training in the
Traditional style. This training program is the one established
for the region in which the research was conducted. It is quite
orthodox in respect to the official Head Start philosophy as set
forth in the "Rainbow Series" and other publications of the
Office of Economic Opportunity.

(b) In-Service Training

One of the problems anticipated at the initiation of the
research was that the programs might not continue to be different
throughout the year. It was feared the teachers might revert to
previous methods or lose their enthusiasm or for other reasons
fail to continue to implement a given program. Four to eight
weeks of training hardly seemed sufficient to provide teachers
with enough intonation and methodology to implement a program
successfully throughout the entire school year.

On the other hand, programs which cannot be successfully
implemented without continual on site supervision would seem to
have very little practical value.

A compromise was decided upon. Teachers in all four pro-
grams were provided with two workshops during the school year.
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Each of these consisted of two days. All were conducted by ex-
perts in the various programs. .In some casesi there were two
half-days of observation and two half-days of training, in other
cases, differing proportions of observation and truing or con-
sultation. The format of such in- service workshops was left
entirely to the consultants mho conducted than, based on their
estimates of the needs of the teachers. Mbntessori teachers re-
turned to Fairleigh-Dickinson University for their workshop with
the other interns in their clasi. They had in addition,
course, one day a week each of classroom supervision by, and
consultation with, their local supervisor.

Teachers also met hi-weekly with the Project Director or
scam member of the research staff. This undoubtedly was a factor
in morale, esprit de corps, and enthusiasm, but it is doubtful
whether it was particularly helpful to them in terms of their
programs since nobody on the research staff was expert in the
details of any of the programs. These meetings did provide an
opportunity for then to help and instruct each other. Discussions,
however, frequently centered around particular children or pro-
blems with volunteers or parents.

2. Aides

(a) Pre-Service Training

Training of aides was conducted in pre service workshops.
Four of these were held, one for each program, at the University
of Louisville by persons from the various universities who were
involved in the training programs for teachers. The Montessori
workshop for aides was conducted by the local supervisor. Two
hill days of intensive training were given in each program.

(b) In-Service Training

In-service training of aides was conducted informally by the
teachers. No attempt was nada to assess the extent ofthis
training.

All training programs were visited by the Project Director, sometimes
accompanied by the Coordinator for Head Start from the Commnity Action
Commission. Conferences were held with the program deve3opers and others
concerned with training, and observations were made of the actual training
procedures. Conferences were also held with the teachers during these
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C. Random Assi ent of Sub ects

Arrangements were made with principals of the schools involved
for the children to be randomly assigned to experimental or non-
experimental classes as they registered for Head Start. Personal
visits to the principals during the first week of classes indicated
that random* assignment had,indeed been carried out. In fact, it
was later .learned that despite the statement on the regiatration
form explaining this aspect of the experiient to parents, sane of
the parenti in the Park-Du.Valle Area were unhappy about not being
able to select among programs the one which they preferred for their
child.

D. Experimental Replication

The design of the experiment (Table 3) called for 'replications
of the comparisons among programs in each of four "target grew" of
the city. Descriptions of these geographical areas falcate
that they dif,fer somewhat in population characteristics, making it
importax4..to balance sample characteristics and Classrixan facilities

across programs. Decisions regarding location of clasdes'were made

jointly by the Coordinator for. Head Start, the Director of Head Start,
and the Project Director.

1. Balancing Sample Characteristics

(a) Placement of Classes

The foui target areas of the city are designated California,
Jackson, Park-DaValle, and Russell.. The two largest areas, in
tents of number of Head Start classes conducted, are the grk-
DuVellle and Russell Areat.. In both of these, there were several
schools at which two or more Head Start clasies were anticipated.
Since the experiment could be fully replicated in only WO areas

with the two Montessori teachers, and partially replicated with
three programs in the otter two, Park-DuValle and Russell were

chosen for the complete replications.

In the Park-DuValle Aieal all four programs were located in
only two schools--the Bereiter-Enge3mann and Montessori programs
in one school and the Traditional and DARCEE programs in the other.
In the Russell Areal, the Montessori and the Bereiterftelnann
progregs were again located in the sine place with'DARCEB and
Traditional in separate schools. In the California ,Areal the

Bereiter-Engelmann and Traditional programs were in the Same School,
the DARCEE program in another. In the Jackson 'Area, all three'

programs were located in different schools. Thus 10 schools in all
were used to house the 114 classes. Table shoes the placement of
classes by areas and by schools.
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TABLE 3

DESIGN OF EXPERIliENr : (REPLICATION IN TARGET AREAS)

PROGRAMS TARGET AREAS

#1 #2 #3 #4

Ss Ss Ss Ss

Bereiter-Engelmann 1-12 13-24 25-36 37-48

DARGEE 49-60 61-72 73-84 85-96

Montessori - - 97-108 109-120

Traditional 121-132 133-114 145-156 157-168

Controls 169 180
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TABLE l

PLACEMENT OF CLASSES BY .PROGRAM AND AREA

TARGET AREAS

PR.OGRAM #1 CALIFORNIA #2 JACKSON #1,3 PARK DaVALLE #1 RUSSELL

BereiterEngelmalmn School School School Church

DARCEE School School Portable - School Church

Montessori - - School Church

Traditional School School Portable-School Portable
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(b) Verification Demographic Data

Two forms were constzucted for the purpose of collecting
information about the families and hone environment of the

children in this study.

-1- The tst form (App. III) was presented to all re-
gistrants at schools where f."xperimental classes were to

be located.. It served the purpose of informing the par-
ents about the experimental classes and obtaining per-
ndssion for assignment of children to these classes.
Information obtained from this font provides a description
of the population fran which the experimental samples were

drawn. All tables given herein are based on this form.

-2- The second form (App. IV) was requested only Fran
parents of children in the experimental classes. This form

was intended to obtain four categories of information:

(1) more exact and detailed descriptions of parental occu-
pations, (2) a clearer picture of the housing of the family,

(3) information regarding the family's stability as residents,

and (4) more detailed information about the facilities and

general style of living. No analyses have been made of in-

formation from this second questionnaire.

Table 5 shows that balancing of demographic characteristics was
probably successful, in that there are apparent3y no striking differ-
ences among programs. No analyses have been made.

Demographic information will also be used to asses interactions
between sample characteristics and other variables as well as direct

effects of sample characteristics across programs.

2. Balancing Facilities

Another major criterion for placement of classes was the
need to balance the adequacy of facilities across programs. In

some areas, schools were very crowded and Head Start classes were

located in portables. In other locations, they were housed in

churches, or in one case in a nearby parochial school. In the

Bissell area, for example, all four program were located outside
of school buildings; three in churches and one in a portable. None

of these were real adequate. The three programs in the Jackson

Area, however, were all housed within schools in satisfactory class-
roans. In the Park-DuValle Area, the Bereiter-Engelmann and
Montessori classes were well-housed in school classrooms.. The
DARCEE and Traditional programs were in modern portables for a few
months, and in remodeled school classrooms for the remainder of
the time. Table 4 shows the balancing of facilities in all four

programs.
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DEMOGRAPHIC INgREITION-ON.EXPERIMENTAL SAMPLES Br PROGRAMS

Helciter-
-31463itann

0 Nat64

. .

Mean Age of 'Child 50.37
(months)

't P',7'

- White

*P-41

Others
Ve "-
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4

4
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only
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only
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5

35

3

Living with neither
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4
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Father

r .5
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56 32

8

0 1

3 3
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3o 23
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28

6

0

9
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1

32.32 31.77

11 11

9

All
Traditional Controls Sdbjecte

N. !tau W-
49.46 51.71 504i8

22 18 'A146

31 16

148 25

5 9

0 0

2 3

6 6
.

29' 12 129

1 0

132

223.

1

2.5

5.5

22 21 101

1 1 1 4

$3186.00 $3862.07 $3185.76

28.06 29.74 2841 $1

32.15 32.45 32.04

11 10 10.89

10 10
1.



3. Alternatives for Parents

M.

1i

&

Insofar as was possible placement was guided; the desirability
of offering parents an alternative to any experimiseltal class. There.;
fore, the one location in which there were two experimental classes
and no non-experimental classes was utilized for the placement of one
of the Traditional programs which, of course, is quite similar to
the regular Head Start program. In, all othei !locations, parents could
select a non-experimental Head Start class if pleywere unwilling to
send the child to the experimental class. TheriPwere no reports of
any parents exercising this option. ..

4

E. Special Equipment for Proms

Classes were equipped not only with thil okinal Head Start
materials, .but with all special materials and*ettu.ipment necessary for
implementation of the various programs. In gener4,,,,classroans were
furnished whatever items were suggested by .conglatants as being of
value in the implementation of _their particulattpiogram.

1. Attendance Records
- < %

Daisy attendances records on each child were tutted in bi-weekly
by the teachers. The relationship between numtVer of days attended
and progress made in a given program is, of c e, one of great
interest. In addition, it is qUite possiblb t -there are a few
children who remained enrolled throughout the Aar, but attended only
sporadically. , It may be that these few woad iteed to be removed from
the expefimental group. Finally, it will be of interest to follow
attendance records in later years since good patterns established in
the preschool may be expected to carry over intpelementaiy school,
and them is sane evince that this is one of the"long term gains
from Head Start. (14kDavid,1969)

z.

2. Parent Contacts

Parent participation has been an important aspect of Head Start
since its inception. One important feature 2.f :the RARCEE program
is the use of additional personnel, called'Hak-vilitios., to insure
maximum parental cooperation, and the extension:6f the curriculum
and methods into the home in the relationship between the child
and the mother. Of special interest in this research are: (1) the
number and kind of parental contacts as a function ofprogram, and
(2) the relation between amount and kind of parent contact, and the
progress of the children. Teachers were p with a form on
which they kept careful records of all conta ts with parents.

3. sClVisitors to Classes
.7.,, ,.
.4.

Teachers were provided with Visitors Sign-rel Forms on which
they were instructed to record the kind of visitors and the length
of their stay in the classroom. . .4 .

4 y
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G. A Sub -Stu in the DAWES Pr re
As a further check on the effects of parent participation, a

sub-study was designed within the MC= program. Each of the two
Home Visitors was assigned to two of these classes. Within each
class, the Home Visitor worked with approximately half of the parents.
The parents were chosen raniktnly, but sane self-selection did occur
because a few of those who were chosen to be involved either could
not meet with the Home Visitor or would not cooperate. Most parents
selected did receive the Home Visitor once a week. 'Within this pro-
gram, progress of children whose parents participated will, be cm-
pared with those whose parents did not.

. III. VERIFYIN3 TREATMENTS

The question, "Did the teachers rea lenient the Proltrem in
which the were trained?" is a quest on of va dity, and 320

Tif not a such questions reduces to one of reliability. The
question whether "X" is "really X" leads to a.regress culminating in
consensual agreement regarding protocol statements.. The obvious method
of answering this' question in the present case was by means of an eval-
uation of programs and teachers by those who developed each program, or
who were involved in the training of individuals' in the.va4ous methods.
For this purpose, a "ConsUltant's Evaluation Form" was detibed(App. V)
which called for ratings regarding a nu fiber of aspects of teacher behavior
materials and curriculum. Consultants were asked to rate each class on
all aspects of programs twice--once using an absolute. criterion,(in com-
parison with the ideal program) and again wing a relative criterion
(meaning considering, the limitations imposed on implementation by distant
location and the absence of resources

The

to. Programs under strict
control in their original setting). The pu?pose of using these two cri.
teria, was to insure greater consistency on the part .of the raters by
making them aware of the distinction and giving them all a similar
baseline. We knew that the conditions under which our implementations
would be made would preclude the possibility. of their being prototypes
of the original programs; our primary interest was in determining whether
the classes as a group were reasonable approximations of the original
programs, and how classes ranked within programs Ratings based on the
"Relative Criterion", therefore, are .tif primary interest.

A. Program Evaluation

Examination of Table 6 indicates that all programs received
ratings above the mid-point in respect to being demonstrations of
their respective styles. Consultants for the Hereiter-Ehgelmann
program were least pleased with implementation. There maybe



TABLE 6

CONSULTANTS' RATING OF PROGRAMS.1

("Not at all" (0) to "Best possible" (10) )

PROGRAMS (Mean for all classes)

Bereiter-
Eng2lEana DAR= Montessori Traditional

ProgramPogra.aluatedt

Teaching Techniques 5.87 7.28 6.25 9.17

Materials 7.50 7.00 7.50 10.00

Principles 5.62 7.86 6.50
,

9.00

Context 5.50 7.71 7.00 8.50

Selection of Activities 5.00 7.86 7.25 8.83

Content 8.50 6.71 6.50 9.17

Facilities 7.87 8.29 5.00 3.67

Progress of Children 5.86 7.25 6.25

Classroom events typical 7.00 7.1,3 6.50 8.67

&tent to which a demonstration 5.37 7.71 6.25 10.00

Mean -All Categories 6.33 7.51 6.50 8.56

1

Considering limitations (Relative Criterion)
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TABLE 7

EVALUATIc OF INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS BY CONSULTANTS 1

Bereiter-Engelmann

Teacher 1

Teacher 2

Teacher 3

J'eacher 4

DARCEE

Teacher 5

Teacher 6

Teacher 7

Teacher 8

Montessori

Teacher 9

Teacher 10

Traditional

Teacher 11

Teacher 12

Teacher 13

Teacher 14

Mean of
Mean___ gag on all Aspects Rated 2 Two Consultants

Program Program Program

Consultant A Rank Consultant B Rank Rank

6.62

4.55

7.11

7.11

7.66

7.89

7.14

9.20

5.40

7.00

9.00

9.44

6.75

8.50 (1.0) 7.56 (1)

5.00 (4.0) 4.77 (4)

6.90 (2.0) 7.00 (2)

5.90 (3.0) 6.50 (3)

8.70 (2)

4.8o (4)

9.00 (1)

7.20 (3)

8.18

8.45

7.32

7.00 (1) 8.10 (1)

4.40 (2) 4.90 (2) -s

9.00 (2) 9.00 (2)

9.44 (1) 9.44 (1)

1
Relative criterion

2
Consultants occasionally omitted specific categories, or teachers not seen.
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several reasons for this. For one thing, the training program which
these teachers had was only four weeks long as canpared with eight
weeks in the other three programs. Secondly, there was scree

difficulty in obtaining on-site consultation on this program
early in the year. Because of this a temporary confusion arose
regarding the appropriate order of materials, and arithmetic
programs, in particular, were not carried out in the proper way
until late in the year. Finally, considering the highly specialized
nature of the material and the close dependence of program
implementation on these materials, this program may simply be the
most difficult to,piplement without continual on-site supervision.

Consultants for the Traditional program were most pleased. It

is noteworthy, however, that their rating of "Facilities" was quite
low, despite our balancing across programs. This may reflect a
greater emphasis on aesthetic values in the Traditional program, or
it may simply indicate. that these consultants place more importance
on facilities than do the consultants for the other programs.

DARCEE and Montessori ratings were second and third highest,
respectively. Montessori classes were expected to receive 1cM
ratings, partly because there were only two of them, but primarily
because we felt that Montessori classes composed entirely of four-
year-olds violated an important procedural standard--that is, the
mixture of children of ages 3, I, and 5.

B. Teacher Evaluation

1. Consultants' Evaluation

As shown in Table 7 there was considerable'variability among
teachers within programs,according to consultants' ratings. Agree-
ment between consultants was highest in the Traditional program and
lowest in the Bereiter-Engelmann program. In the latter case, dis-
agreement appeared to be located primarily in the ratings given to
Teacher 1. An examination of these two consultants' ratings in
various categories over teachers, however, revealed that there was
considerable discrepancy in all categories for all teachers.

The work of the Home Visitors in the DARCEE program was eval-
uated by two consultants who filled this role during the development
of the original DARCEE,program,.and who directed the relevant por-
tions of the training piogram for the Hame Visitors. These consul-
tants were enthusiastic regarding the implementation of this aspect
of the DARCEE program.
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2. "Statements Test"

TheStatements Test" which was taken by the ccesulionts was
also' given to,teachers. This provides some estimate of the extent
to which teachers agree with consultantd regarding various aspects
of programs. Table 8 shows agreement scores of teaches by programs.

As might be expected, there was considerable variation among teachers,
and mean agfeement scores for their own programs are' much lower than

are those of the consultants. In some cases teachers bad higher
agreement scores with statements taken fray other programs than with
their own. It is'interesting, how 7er, that in every program the
teacher given the highest rating by consultants has the highest agree-
ment score with statements from her own program. Thus in part, the
results of the Statements Test may indicate the success of teacher

. training. The greater variability among teachers probably reflects
to eoms extent the difficulty of interpretation of the statements,
some of which even the consultants found somewhat ambiguous.
ther refinement of the test might result in higher validity.

3. Consultants

. Consultants' reports were also requested on the teachers and pro-
grams following the in4ervice training sessions. These were more
useful as aids to in-service training than as evaluations. In general,
however, they do correspond well with actual ratings given on the

Consultant's Evaluation Form.

IV. ANALYZING TREATMENT DIMENSIONS

Even a superficial examination of the four programs in this study
reveals many similarities among them, as ,well. as same obvious differences.

Moreover, the obvious differences could be entirely trivial and unrelated
to whatever gains the children might make. If it should be the case,

for example, that Bereiter-fie lmana teachers endue= teachers differed
fran other groups in respect to some dimension of behavior (amount of
verbal instruction, e.g.) and if this variable were related to sigiifi-
cant gains on the part of their children, the question whether they
were "really" implementing their programs correctly would, become some-
what academic. And even if intact programs do produce different effects,
it is essential to know which of the differences among them produce
these effects. Therefore, in addition to asking whether teachers Im-
plemented the programs correctly, we asked this question: Ali) what
dimension should teacher behavior and classroom activit V UV-
at c se r rams are ante. e answer o question

offers much greater payoff than the answer to the first.

Although a number of instruments have been devised to assess teacher
behavior and classroom activity, none of them seemed entirely adequate
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TABLE 8

TEACHERS, AGREEMEN WITH STORMS PR( potrit PRESCHOOL WEDS

("Statements Teat ")

PROGRAM

Bereiter- Bann DARCEE Montessori Traditional

Ag. Dis. AD Ag. Dis. AD Ag. Dis. A-D A.Dis limb
Teacher

Bereiter-lbgelmann

Reacher 1 69 8 61 57 10 47 65 11 54 28.... 52 214

Teacher g 45 25 20 55 17 38 38 23 15 41 39 2

Teacher 3 42 17 25 50 3 47 46 8 38 33 24 9

Teacher it 64 21 43 42...12...2220
Mean I 55 28 37 58 9 49 54 12 42 38 36 2

DARCEE

Teacher 5 41 22 19

Teacher 6 53 14 39

*Teacher 7 49 20 29

Teacher 8 43 22 21

Mean 46 19 27

Montessori

.NTeacher 9

Teacher 10

Mean

Traditional.

Teacher 11

Teacher 12

*Teacher 13

Tpacher 14.

Mean

149 17 32 39 11 28

36 27 9 43 23 20

42 22 20 11....L7

54 8 1;6 33 20 13

62 8 54 13 56 43

70 8 62 39 22 17

26 33 7

61 8 0 27 32 5

1

1100 0 100 .

8 7t

43 30 13 70 4 66 58 23 35

31 36 5 42 25 17 30 30 0

50 18 32 64 9 55 69 4 65

30 44* 14

38 32 6 53 15 U. .141.11.7.2Lt

* Rated beat by Consultants (See Table 7).

54 11 43

39 32 7

.4.6.31.25

=*.
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to assess dimensions relevant to differences and similarities among the
four particula.rprograms being compared. We therefroe devisedl'a pro"-
cedure for tallying the teaching techniques and activities to be expected

in these four programs.

A. Monitorin es

1. Selection of Events to be Monitored

Examination and comparison of the descriptions of programs re-
veals numerous dimensions along which they vary.

The most important consideration in selecting among these was
the extent to which they represented, or were related to, variables
of theoretical. significance in the area of early learning. For
example, the programs can easily be rank-ordered in respect to the

priority given linguistic stimulation from the teacher; and the role

of language in early learning is a variable of considerable signifi-
cance in developmental theory.

Selection was also detennined partly' by- practical considel...)ion.

For example, although "sequencing" is an important dimension and
differentiates three of the programs -from the fourth, it would be
virtually impossible to assess it by periodic monitoring. Also, it

soon became obvious that a tally sheet which included all important
dimensions of teacher-behavior and classroom activity would exceed
the capacity of raters to observe and record during a limited period
of time.

The decision was made, therefore, to Collect viclso-tapejmnples
periodically, focusing on teacher-behavior, and to eliminate from
class-monitoring procedure all items which could be obtained at a
later time fran the video-tapes. The um of reinforcement is a good
example of a very important dimension which can easily be assessed
by means of tape monitoring. The one exception to this was teaching

technique, which was felt to be of such great importance that in
order to provide greater reliability, it was included on the tally
sheet, even though it can also be assessed from tapes.

Finally, consideration was also given to use cf the monitering
procedure as another method of verifying. treatments, and several events
were selected on this basis. The monitoring procedure attempts to
assess variables in three major categories: teacl38,
ri.91eys, and classroc*n activities. Final tally sheet and Manual

which were used are attache°. at App. VI.

41.



(a) Teaching Techniques

-1- Verbal Instruction (IV)

It could be predicted that the four programs would rank
on amount of verbal instruction fran greatest to least with
Bereiter-Engelmann having the most and Montessoris.probably,
having the least. The Bereiter-Engelmann and DARCEE programs
should be clearly in excess of the other two in respect to
using language as a method of instruction.

-2- Conversation (Con.)

This category was included for several reasons. For one
thing, the DARCEE program stresses conversation among children
and between teachers and children. One would also expect that
much conversation would take place in the Traditional program
since there is ample opportunity for it and it would seem to
be the only method for producing gains in ability to use lan-
guage so far as the Traditional program is concerned. It

might be expected to be minimal in the Montessori program and
in Bereiter-Engelmann.

Secondly, if "conversation" and "verbal instruction" differ,
which is more important? Is it the total amount of verbal inter-
action which matters, or is it the kind of interaction which is
more important?

-3- Exem21.w7 (X)

This is a technique which corresponds in part to the
portance placed on sensory stimmlation in the various programs.
It includes all instances of presenting something to which
children listen, look, smell, feel, etc. It should be high for
teachers and children in DARCEE, Traditional, and Montessori)
and (paradoxically} high .for teachers in Bereiter-Engelmann.1
The kinds of materials used in Bereiter-Engelmann, 'however,
should be almost entirely visual and auditory; whereas in
DARCEE, Traditional, and Montessori, particularly the last two,
they should be more varied.

1 Subsequent experience with the tally sheet indicates that a
category of "modeling" should be added in order to collect the
high frequency of verbal exemplification which occurs in
Bereiter-Engelmann as distinguished from pure sensorial stimu-
lation in auditory and other modalities, such as with olfactory
stimuli, which occurs more often in other programs.

.mpuldaa.M.IwlidmlhIlaOmmsmbdwWOWVwm.dlmprrarim....I.MdMMMMbrmbr.r



MarsiELato (Mani). )

This cateogry collects activities in which the teacher mani-
pulates something in order to show the children how, or children
manipulate sanething in order to learn how. This category also
is related to sensory stimulation, but more directly to .the role
of imitation. Instances of manipulation by both teachers and
'631.114ren should be low in the Bereiter-Bngelraann program, higher
in iTieDARCEE program, andespecially high in the Montessori
program. In the Traditional program, it should probably be high
only for children and not especially for the teacher.

-5- Motor Activity (140)

This variable should differentiate between the Traditional
program and most of the others sincethis is the only program
in which there is much, emphasis on development of gross motor

of course, be expected to be high "primarily
for children rather than teachers.

Role-Playing (EP)

Role-playing should be higher for both teachers and children
in the Traditional program than in any other, This program em-
phasizes self-expression and social skills, and learning through
play, much of which consists of activities involving fantasy,
games, or integrative play. Role-playing should robably be
lowest in Bereiter-Eagelmann and Montessori, with DARCEE falling
somewhere between Traditional and Bereiter-Engelmann.

-7- Physical Guidance (PG)

This dimension was not suggested entirely by program analyses.
It is a technique which has been used for many years to teach
athletic games which may be important in combination with verbal
instruction in certain kinds of canPiex motor skills. (Cox 1933).
It might logically be expected to occur most often in Traditional
classrooms and least in Montessori (where guidance of any kind is

only on request )",-

I
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(b) Group in

The primary categories here are: number of groups, kind of groups,
and frequency of in consbitutiozOTTgroups.

-1- Number of Groups

In the DARCEE and Bereiter-Engekaann programs, there should
be three groups of children, most of the time. Since individuals
are counted as separate groups, there should be a larger number
of groups in both Traditional an& Montesso:-1..programs than in
the other two.

c

-2.. Kind of Groins

An exhaustive classification of groups, can be made in terns
of three kinds: Groups of, children all engaged in the save kind
of activity, for example, all working puzzles (5); groups of
children in physical proximity, but doing different things and
not working together (D/NF); and finally, groups of children
doing different things but engaged in a common enterprise (D/C).
Groups doing the same kind of things should be found more fre-
quent3y in the Bereiter-Engekaann and DARCEE programs. Groups
doing different things but with a common group focus. (integrative
play e.g.) should occur more often in the Traditional program.
Groups doing different things and with no group focus (a category
which includes single children working individually) should be
found more often in Montessori programs. In the Traditional
program, it should be possible to find children more often en-
gaged in common enterprises at the end of the program than at
the beginning.

.3- Fr ezagofShifts

Groups should be relatively stable in the DARCEE and.
Bereiter-Engelman programs. In Montessori also, they should be
very stable, and more SG toward the end of the year as children
learn to work for longer periods of time at some individu.al
project. Shifts in groups would be expected to be frequent in
the Traditional program.

(c) Classroom Activities

Monitors also recorded the nature of ongoing activities and the
specific materials being used. This information majFcooi=iliterest
in itself, t was required to provide context which will assist in
the interpretation of ta13,ying where necessary. "Lesson Goal" was
included as a check on the teacher's understanding of her procedures.
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2. Developtent of he Instrument

Monitoringy44one by the permanent' research staff, including

A and B. ;Ta.L1Y shOIL were discussed, tried out in classrooms, -
the Project-Direc*4adisisted by a few ..0t the testers from Groups-
modified, tried..agaiii,, etc. This process .continuscf.for three sessipS.
until everyone itateln -agreement and .satisfied with the instrument. "'

4' . 4. .

In order to ocatateis inter-rater reliabilityAlle'f olloWing pro-
cedure was usedOirst, all five monitors simultr.neausly observed

'video-tapes of atati`iitiiti i*cm each of the four program istyles.-
Use of a stoptiatak!Virmited monitors to observe and `tally duiing
the same 15-second. .AritervO. Tallying was done every other 15
seconds. The entiii. steel* lasted about two hours... A Chi' square # .

test for independ;se.of raters and categories was made. Although v."
the statistic was not Significant; (Table 9). the major portion of v.

the. error was -voritiined the ffitniptilatory category. Discussion itt. t.t.
among researchitstag revealed 'bat a slight misunderstanding had- 7j0".

occurred. as to wheLibs teacher was ro Otutelly.maiiipulatin# objects. .

as a teaching-teck.atiqiia A second monitoring iessioit was held,
again using tapilly,4114.Chi square analysis indicateliki signifiohnt.
differenoe among -faters. (Table 9). This 'second rellabiltizItudar, »
also indicated :that the discrepancy in the Mariipulatory'40ategozz,;..x,
had beenoelimiziat,e44-14...t*:wfor*being.eiretay 'clis-tylbutect iiongfatpo-`:
Thus monittis weret-Sound to be reliable and also faiily iftailak.13171-' r

making whatever COO* 7dfdaloccur. Finally,. two of the 'monitory. wait14,7
into a classrook-Wrc-ardithating their tallying intervali,-;!monitoredgia
for one how. ThiAtlat011as knalyzect by means of Chi square.and the "
results (Table_ 9) auggesst that °these nipFettors were porisistently re- 4
cording events in thersame categories. 7 104

In order to i&uie continued consisAency..and obtain information,
on monitor reliability at various poiltraskring:the year, the fireV,%'
reliabilitykady, i;ras coliducted durin&the second monitoring periodi'
thesecond .tftndy during the thira monitoring session, and
the third.study- i 0$4y following the Sourthy seseitiii (Table 9)

In all. stu squa re. analysis was made,ort tallies with re
ference to theiVeitelitrgi'and their teaching tecniquill. "Aide",
"Volunteer", and "Child* categories were not .anilyzed.

Scheduling of Monitors for classrosxa pbestrationCould not
feasiblY bf- accoialiheillty a coLuiter-bala4d?:desgiri. -However no
monitor, svterdatiVailea.beerved in any one' lirortram, and Table I hawk .... ,
that monitors wed Ilii* WeP; scrambled amofigi4lasees and pig

O.? V4 , i
i .

*ft

r
ii714k, 4/:
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RELIABILITY OF MCNITCOING PROCEDURE: se m= AND RESULTS

Results
Dates of Monitoring...Sessions Dates of Reliability Checks Chi Square

Dec. 16-20 (Practice)

1 Jan. 13-17

2 Feb. 4-12
. #1 Feb. 10 5.83 N. s.

3 Feb. 24-28 -v. #2 Feb. 25 lip. 7.02 N.B.

4 Max. 17-26

5 Apr. 14-18 #3 Apr. 3 q .81 N.S.
F v

a

9
$

-
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TABLE 10

SCHEDULE OF MINORS BY PROGRAMS AND CLASSES

Program's and Classes Monitoring Sessions

1 2 3 4 5

Monitors
Bereiterelma.nn

Byck L S S .W. N.N. S.W.

Kennedy S.Wh. N.N. N.N. S.W. R.R.

Strother N.N. S.W. S.W. S.W. N.N.

Washington S.W. N.N. S.W. S.W. N.N.

DARCEE

Brandeis S.W. N.N. S.W. L.M. S.W.

Lincoln N.N. S.W. L.M. N.N. S .W.

Perry N.N. .. N.N. S.W. S.W.

Virginia Avenue S .W. L.M. N.N. S.W. N.N.

Montessori.

Byck S.Wh. N.N. RR. S.W.

Kennedy L.M. S.W. S.W. S Mb.

Traditional

Carmichael S.W. N.N. S.V1 S Ai., 11.11

Strother S.W. S.Wh. - S .W. L.M.

Taylor N.N. S.W.. S.W. . N.N. SW.
Virginia Avenue S.W. R.R. S N. N.N. S .W.
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B. Assessment of Teachers

1. Video -Tapes

Throughout the year, videotapes were made of each class during
the same periods when class monitoring was done. In maw cases the
tapes were taken in classes while they were also being monitored.
Theie tapes focused on the teacherluito vas followed, closely for
a period of at least 10 minutes. Teachers wore the microphone,
around their necks and the transmitter around their waists. They
were not connected in any way to the camera and were free to move
around the roan and follow their customary procedures. Teachers were
not notified of the exact time at which tapes would be made, except
that they expected it to occur during the week set aside for monitoring.
They were instructed to continue their plans, regardless of whether
a particular activity happened to be representative of their program.
No attempt was made to maximize differences by having, for example,
Bereiter-Engelmann teachers conduct patterned-drill during taping.
The goal of the taping was to obtain a random sample of teacher be-.

havior throughout the year. Since taping was done five times, during
the five weeks of monitoring, a total of 50 minutes should be avail-
able lor analysis.

In addition to analysis of teaching techniques (which were also
tallied by in-class monitors), tape-monitoring will be used to assess
teaching style (such things as demands for information, indirect re-
quests for performance, direct questions, giving of information, etc.)
rate, pace, reinforcements (contingent or non-contingent) and many
otter aspects of teacher behavior.

This procedure is in process. Tally sheets and preliminary manual
are attached (App. VII).

2. Tests

Attitudes, personality characteristics, and teacher intelligence
may have direct effects I:in children' performance, but in addition
they may interact with the effects of training programs. Although
it would be impossible to unravel these complexities in one study,
an attempt was made to obtain some information by means of question-
naires and tests.

(a) Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) was administered to
all liz teachers. This test lacks the threatening qualities of an
IQ test, such as the liAIS, yet provides an estimate of vocabulary,

which is the best single estimate of IQ. It has an adequate
ceiling. Results are shown in Table 11.
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TABLE 11

RESULTS OF PEABODY PICTURE VOCABULARY TEST

Program and Teacher P.P.VT I.Q. Mean

Bereiter- Enge].mann

Teacher 1 123

Teacher 2 99

Teacher 3 97

Teacher I. 114 108.25

DARCEE

Teacher 5 88

Teacher 6 . 95

Teacher 7 91

Teacher 8 I05 94.75

Montessori

Teacher 9 128

Teacher 10 135 131.50

Traditional

Teacher 11 118

Teacher 12 94

Teacher 13 109

Teacher 14 89 102.50

All Teachers 106.0?
46
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(b) Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire (16PF)1

This test was selected because it measures "sixteen
functionally-independent and psychologically - meaningful dimensions"
by a factor analytic research program. It is an objective per-
sonality inventory standardized by the Institute for Personality
and Ability Testing (Cattel and tber) . The sixteen primary
bipolar factors are as follous: (A) Reserved vs. Outgoing,
(B) Less Intelligent vs. Nore Intelligent, (C) Affected by Feelings
vs. Emotionally Stable, (D) Humble vs. Assertive, (E) Sober vs.
Happy-go-lucky, (F) Expedient vs. Conscientious, (G) Shy vs.
Venturesome, (H) Tough-minded vs. Tender-minded, (I) Trusting vs.
Suspicious, (J) Practical vs. .Imaginative, (K) Forthright vs.
Shrewd, (L) Placid vs. Apprehensive, (14) Conservative vs. Experi-
men-bind .(N) Group-dependent vs. Self-sufficient, (0) Undisciplined
Self-ponflizt vs. Controlled, (P) Relaxed vs. Tense. Four secondary
factors are: (I) Low Anxiety vs. High Anxiety, (II) Introversion vs.
Extraversion, (III) Tenderminded notionality vs. Alert Poise,
(IV) Subduedness vs. Independence. Results have not been analyzed.

. .

(c) Neill's "Questionnaire for teachers "2 attempts to assess
teachers' attitudes towards teaching and the disadvantaged popula-

. tion. Results have not been analyzed.

1 The Institute for Personality and Ability Testing

1602 Coronado Drivel Champaign, ill. 61820

2 Neill, Robert, D., And Bein, Sara Lee, "An Attitude Scale for
Teachers of the Culturally Disadvantaged".
Technical Supplement No. 2, Head Start

Louisville t.c Jefferson County Community Action Commission
Evaluation, University of Louisville, Louisville, Wentucky
June 9, 1967



V. ASSESSING TREATMENT EFFECTS

A. Selection of Instruments
1

The primary criterion guiding the selection of tests to evaluate
changes in children's performance was the necessity to tap a wide range
of dimensions in which change might be expected to occur. This decision
was dictated partly by the varied nature of the programs, which have to
some extent widely different goals for the children, and partly by the
paucity of knowledge in the area of compensatory education as to what
changes might be most lasting or effective at later periods.

Four major dimensions of development were chosen: Cognitive,

motivational;, perceptual, and social. A fifth very important dimension
was eliminated; namely, personality. The lack of suitable instruments
to assess personality variables in four- year -olds and the necessity to
limit testing time for children of this age made impracticable the at-
tempt to measure such variables as ego strength, anxiety, etc., in
addition to the areas more obviously related to academic progress.

1. Cognitive Variables

(a) Stanford-Binet, Revised, 1967.
2

The decision to use the
Stanford-Binet as a measure of intellectual functioning was sup-
ported by a number of considerations, among them the fact that
the Binet is, to date, the best predictor of school achievement,
and is probably the best single test of global IQ. The wide use
of the Binet in studies assessing the value of various programs
for preschool children was an additional argument for its in-
clusion. Program developers have themselves used it to assess
the Bereiter-Engelmann and DARCEE programs.

(b) The PreSchool Inventory 3

Although it has a high correlation with the Stanford-Binet,
the PreSchool Inventory was selected because of four sub-tests
in the standardization version, representing factors for which
we had no other instruments of assessment. These factors,
1.vsonal-Social-Responsiveness, Associative Vocabulary, Concept
Activation-Numerical and Concept Activation-Sensory, do not
appear on the 1968 revised version of this instrument which was
used. However, results should be analyzable in terms of these
sub-test factors. The 1968 Research Version of this instrument
contains 64 items, a considerable reduction from the original 85.

1
All tests were purchased from the publisher unless otherwise indicated.

2
Houghton Mifflin Company, 666 Miami Circle, N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 3024

3 Educational Testing Services, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
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(c) Quick "Culture Fair" Picture VocabularyInt
1

The selection of this instrument represents an attempt to
assess intellectual functioning by means of a test which does
not penalize the disadvantaged child. The authors provide

evidence that the Quick is "culture fair" in this sense. (1962).
The Quick is very easy to administer and also very short.
The child is given a card on which there are four pictures.
As the examiner speaks a word, the child's task is to select
from the four pictures the one which best represents that word.

2. Motivational Variables

While the Bereiter-EngeImann program and the DARCEE program are
directed toward the learning of specific skills, the other two,
Montessori and the Traditional programs, aim rather at more subtle
effects on the child's whole orientation towards the learning process.
Their effects should be measurable in terms of changes in motivation,
such as persistence, curiosity about the world, and need- to achieve.
The DARCEE program, although incorporating a considerable amount of
didactic training.of teacher-selected goals, contains much emphasis
on efforts to develop appropriate attitudes, such as delay-of-grati-
fication, need-for-achievement, and persistence.f It seemed desirable,
therefore, to select tests which would assess these variables.

The Cincinnati Autonomy Battery (CAB) was developed for this pur-
pose, having been used in close conjunction with a Montessori program.
(Banta, 1968). The Battery contains seven tests, four of which were
selected for use.

(a) The Curiosity Box

This test is precisely'Whathe name implies, a box con-
taining a variety of items 'inside and-autside which the child can
manipulate or look at. TheCAB Manual does not provide any test-
retest reliability data and it is 'therefore difficult to predict
post-test performance in terms of change scores. It could be
predicted, however, that at .the end of the year there should be
more children who were comfortable in making contact with the
item and exploring it, both manually and visually, than was the
case initially in the fall. Data from this study will provide
same information regarding amount of change to be expected from
different initial levels of exploration. A Curiosity Box was
borrowed from the University of Cincinnati and four duplicates
were constructed in the Psychology Department shop.

Psychological Test Specialists, Box 1141, Missoula, Montana 59801
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(b) The Replacement Puzzle

This instrument was designed as a test cf task-persistence.
The child is provided with a board on which there are a number
of non-removable shapes and four shapes which can be lifted out.
These four can be replaced in only one way so that they will
lie flat. The time limit of three minutes makes this a very
difficult task for most four-Tear-olds, and few of them are able
to solve it within this interval. A distractor is provided at
the end of two minutes and the child's score is based on tic
total length of time during which he is oriented towards solving
the task both before and after distraction. The Replacement

Puzzle was duplicated from an overlay of the original model.

(c) The Do4and Bone Test

According to Banta (1968), this is a test of "initiative".
The material consists of a small board on which are four wooden
houses, one at each corner, a small dog at one end, and a bone
at the other. The task is to devise a variety of paths over
which the dog can travel in order to reach his bone. The score
is based on the number and quality of different paths which
the child is able to produce. This might also be considered a
test of creativity, inventive thinking or same other aspect of
cognitive style. This test was duplicated from drawings and
measurements of the original.

(d) Face Sheet of the Binet

Hess, et. al., (1966) report that.eleven items from the Face
Sheet of the Binet have loadings on three factors: Achievement
motivation, confidence in ability, and activity level. No single
test of achievement motivation in children as young as four years
could be found. Therefore, the Face Sheet of the Binet was used
with the intention of extracting scores on the three items loading
on achievement motivation. Since the same authors report a sizeable
correlation between IQ on the Binet and scores on the Face Sheet,
the Face Sheet was also filled out on children after they were
given the PreSchool Inventory by a different group of testers.
Comparison of these two assessments will provide additional in-
formation on the question of correlation with IQ, and on the vali-
dity of these ratings. Permission was obtained from the publishers
to duplicate the Face Sheet.

3. Perceptual Variables

The Bereiter-Engelmann and DARCEE programs should improve visual
and auditory discrimination since development of these skills occupies
a central focus in both programs.

(a) Embedded Figures Test

This is the fourth test fran the GAB. The task is to locate
a cone embedded in various line drawings, some geometric and some
realistic. The child covers the cone with a duplicate cut-out.
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The author believes that it measures "field-independence".
From the point of view of the present research, however, interest
was centered on its assessment of a fairly complex visual skill
involving identification; separation of figure from ground and
perhaps other aspects. No test of simple visual discrimination
for four-year-olds was located in time for pre-testing. Embedded
Figures was xeraxed from the original.

(b) Wepman Auditory Discrimination Test 1

The Wepman assesses differentiation on initial and final
consananteland middle vowels. Although it has been standardized
only down the age of five, it was selected because at the
time it seemed to be the only standardized test of auditory dis-
criminatioh available which could be used with four-Tear-olds.

4. Social Variables

Nagy social skills should be enhanced by all of the programs
being.compared. Such things as ability to interact easily with other
children and adults, responsibility for one's possessions and one's
personal management, ability to conform to rules, etc., would be in-
cluded under this heading. Development of more' integrated play and

a higher level of social maturity is a major goal of the Traditional
program.

(a) Behavior Inventory.

This rating scald," developed for the 'Office of Economic
Qpportunity, was completed on each child at the beginning of the
year by both teachers and aides; independently. It was completed
again at the end of the year by both teachers and aides. The
version of the Behavior Inventory used is that recommended by
Hess, et. al., (1966) consisting of twenty items which can be
summed to'form sub-test scores loading on five factors: Aggression,
verbal-social participation, timidity, independence, and achieve-
ment motivation. The original four -point scale was used since
these authors found the correlation between the four-point and
the expanded seven-point scale to be very high.

(b) Face Sheet of Binet

Ratings on the Binet Face Sheet also load on factors called
(Hess, et. al., 1966), "Timidity", "Verbal-Social Participation",
mAggression", and "Independence".

1 Language Research Association, 300 N. State St., Chicago, Illinois 60610



B. 2IdTryini2RecruitiailtheTesters

1. Stanford-Binet Testers

(a) Recruitment

This group consisted of advanced graduate students, or
professional psychologists who were well trained and ex-
perienced in the administration of the Stanford-Binet to
young children. Criterion was completion of at least one
supervised clinical practicum at the University of Louisville.
In fact, however, all testers had completed at least two
practicums in testing, and many of them had previously
tested 'large numbers of Head Start students.

(b) Training

The Binet testers were given an orientation of approxi-
mately one hour, primarily to acquaint them with procedures
and to orient them towards standard instructional procedures
and the research design.

2. Other Testers

The remainder of the tests, eight in all, were divided into
two groups in such a way that total testing time for each group
of tests was approximately twenty to forty minutes. This arrange-
ment also had the effect of balancing the various kinds of tests
within both groups, e.g., Group A:

Curiosity Box
Embedded Figures
Wepraan Auditory Discrimination
Quick Picture Vocabulary

Group Bp:

Replacement Puzzle
Dog-and-Bone
Pre School Inventory

Face Sheet of Binet

Within each group the test considered to be the most inter-
esting to the children was given first. In Group A this was the
Curiosity Box. In Group B the Dog-and-Bone.

(a) Recruitment

A number of graduate students in Psychology and Education
were recruited and trained to giVe these tests, half bung
trained on Group A and half on Group B tests.
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CO Training

The training program consisted of twelve hours for
. these testers. flbst of this time consisted of seminars on

r*: '.the tests themselves,. administrative procedures, scoring,
.discussion of .methods of handling four-year-olds, general
' rules in testing, and the purposes othe research. In

addition, all testers were requiredto give::6.11four of
their tests to at least three; -year -olds. These arrange-
ments for practice testingVei.q:made with a private pre-
school. Following this practice'testing,a final seminar
was held at which various questions jand.prOblems were
discussed. (Copy of training scheduiels attached as
App. VIII).

C. Pre-Testing

1. The Experimental Group

(a) Selection of Sample

Although only 12 subjects in each class were required by
the design, in order to allow for. anticipated attrition, all sub-
jects enrolled in experimental classes were tested insofar as
this was possible. Only seven children, out of approximately 300
available, were not tested at all. Three of these were re-
peatedly absent, and dropped out of the programs later on. The
other four were untestable. Of these 'fair, one was known to be

retarded, and three dimply could not be persuaded to respond even
after repeated.efforts by different testers. A total of 25
subjects were.given all tests; 288 were given both Group A and
Group B tests and 291 were given Group A only. These discrepances
reflect the order in which the tests were given. By the time the
Binet was given, weather conditions had worsened, producing much
greater absenteeism.

(b) Pre-Test Timing

Since for most of these children the testing situation
would be their first, pre-testing was not begun until the middle
of October. gi this time, children in the experimental classes
had been in school for six weeks, had become familiar with a
variety of adults, were accustomed to answering questions, fol-
lowing directions, etc. Gains from pre-" to post-test should thus
reflect true ApinS in performance rather than the greater accuracy
of a second test due .to adjustMent to school. At least, the factor
of testability should be minimized.
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(c) Order of Testing

All subjects were given both Group A and Group B tests first,
followed by the Stanford-Binet. Although it was not possible to
achieve strict counterbalancing of the order of presentation so
far as Group A and Group B tests are concerned, the order was
random in respect to programs. It will be possible to assess
the order effect, should one exist. Within, Groups A and B, the
order of testing remained the same for all subjects. Thus by
the time the children were given the Binet, they had taken seven
other tests given by two different testers, and were fairly
sophisticated regarding testing procedure. This fact, in
addition to the six-week postponement of testing to allow for
school adjustment, should further minimize the "testability"
factor for the Binet. The initial tests in Groups A and B, more-
over, are very good for establishing rapport since they have high
intrinsic interest for young children.

(d) Controlling for Tester Bias

-1- Group A and B Tests

These testers entered classes and tested all available
children, then moved on to another class, sometimes within
the same school, sometimes at another school. So far as
programs are concerned, testing schedule was fairly well
scrambled. Initially, there were five testers in each group.
The schedule was arranged in such a way that testers alter-
nated programs as they finished classes. Group B testers
followed on the heels of Group A testers, completing classes
as they were vacated by Group A testers, or vice versa.
Strict counter-balancing was not possible because of the
variation in the schedule of testers. Some were full time,
some part time; consequently some tested more children than
others did. Tables 12 and 13 show schedules for these testers.
Testers were kept uninformed regarding the nature of programs
in individual classes.

-2- Binet Tests

Ten individuals did Binet testing. Again, the schedule
of the testers determined to some extent how many children
they could test, but in this case r.'so, the schedule was
arranged so that there was no systematic bias so far as
programs were concerned. (Table 14). For the bulk of the
testing it was possible to rotate testers among programs.
These testers also were not informed regarding programs.
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TABLE 12

PRE-POST TEST INTERVALS AND TESTERS' SCHEDULE: GROUP A TESTS

Pre-Test Pre PrePost Post-Test Post -

Program Period Tester Interval Perioc Tester

Bereiter-Engelmann Mb. Da.

Area
Jackson 10-23-68 N.N. 6 5 4-28-69 N.N.

10-24-68 F.J.
California 10-23-68 K.P. 6 0 4-23-69 N.N.

10-24-68
Russell 10-1/4-68 M.B. 6 0 /4-15-69 K.P.

10-16-68
Park -DuValle 10-29-68 M.B. 5 27 4-249 N.N.

11-5-68 K.P.
Mean 6 --I

DARCEE

Jackson 10-22-68 14.13. 5 29 4-22-69 N.N.

10-24-68
California 10-16-68 S.J. 5 28 4-16-69 K.P.

10-21-68
Russell 10-25-68 N.N. 6 1 4-29-69 K.P.

10-30-68
Park-DaValle 10-1/4-68 N.N. 6 9 M.B.

10-16-68
Mean 7- 2

4-24-69

Montessori

Russell 10-17-68 I.B. 6 ii N.N.

10-21-68
K.P.Park-DaValle 10-28-68 N.N. 5 26

14-30-69

10-29-68 K.P.
Mean 6- -7

4-214-69

Traditional

Jackson 10-18-68 N.N. 6 3 K.P.

10-21-68
4-22-69

California 10-25-68 S . J. 5 29 N.N.

M.B.0-28-68 .B.

Russell 10-14-68 S . J. 6 6 -21

4-25-69

K.P.
10-16-68

-69

rark DuValle 10-15-68 K. P . 6 5 N.N.

10-17-68

Mean -6- -3-

4-21-69

Controls 11-24-68 1;1.B. -K.P. 6 0 5-5-69 K.P.

11-27-68 S.J.-N.N. 5-23-69
F.J.
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TABLE 13

PRE-POST TEST INTERVALS AND TESTERS I SCHEDULE : GROUP B TESTS

Pre-Test Pre Pre-Post Post-Test Post-
Program Period Tester Interval Period Tester

Bereiter-Engelmann 14o. Da.

H.I. 6 15 4-30-69 C.H.
5-1-69

5 .W. 6 2 h.-4 7-69 R.N.

S.W. 5 23 4-22-69 R.N.
4-24-69

R.N. 6 1 h. 5-5-69 C.H.
5-6-696 6

Area
Jackson 10-14-68

10-18-68
California 10-14-68

10-18-68
Russell 10-29-68

10-30-68
Park-WO:Le 10-18-68

10-25-68
Mean

DARCEE

Jackson 10-14-68
10-18-68

California 10-22-68
10-24-68

Russell 10-24-68
10-28-68

Park-DaValle 10-21-68
10-22-68

Mean

Montessori

Russell 10-25-68
10-28-68

Park- IkzValle 1 o-114-68
10-16-68

Mean

Traditional

Jackson 10-15-68
10-17-68

California 10-16-68
10-18-68

Russell 10-24-68
10-28-68

Park- IkzValle 10-23-68
10-28-68

I1ean

14.A.S. 6

S.W. 6

H.W. 6

H.W. 6

. 6 7.-

8 4-23-69 S.W.
4-24-69

5 14-28-69 c .H.
4-29-69

6 5-2-69 J.H.

8 4-28-69 J.H.
4-30-69

S.W. 6 12 5-7-69 C.H.
5-8-69

R.N. 6 8 1 -22 -69 s.w.
4-24-69-6- w'

H.W. 6 0 14-16-69 R.N.

S.W. 6 21 5-8-69 J.H.

R.N. 5 21 4-1 7-69 S.W.
4-13-69

M.A.S. 6 11 5-6-69 S.W.
5-7-69

Controls ii-14-68 S.W. 6 0 5-19-69 J.H.
11 -25_68 5-23-69



TABLE 14

PRE-POST TEST INTERVALS AND TESTERS' SCHEDULE: BINET TESTS

Program

66

PreTest Pre Pre-Post Post-Test Post-

Period Tester Interval Period Tester

Bereiter-Engelmann ED. Da.

Area
Jackson 11-1-68 T.O. 6 4 5-5-69 T.D.

California 10-30-68 J.C. 6 6 5-5-69 B.R.

Russell 11-7-68 R.G. 6 6 5-13-69 M.A.B.

Park-DuValle 11-20-68 T.D. 6 0 5-20-69 A.B.

Mean 6 4

DARCEE

Jackson 10-27-68 B.R. 6 2 4-29-69 B.R.

California 10-27-68 A.B. 6 8 5-5-69 H.A.B.

Russell 11-9-68 P.N. 5 29 5-7-69 B.R.

Park-DuValle 10-25-68 R.G. 6 11 5-6-69 B.R.

dean 6 2 5

Montessori

Russell 11-7-68 B.R. 6 14 5-21-69 J.C.

Park-DuValle 11-5-68 J.W. 5 25 4-30-69 T.D.

Nears 6 5

Traditional

Jackson 11-468 14.A.B. 6 1 5-5-69 B.R.

California 11-9-68 A.B. 6 0 5-9-69 B.R.

Russell 11-10-68 A.B.-L.H.B. 5 28 5-8-69 J.C.

Park-DaValle . 10-29-68 R.G. 6 9 5-8-69 B.R.

Mean 6 2

Controls 12-2-68 B.R. -T.D. 5 27 5-29-69 AB.

J.C. -A.B. T.D.
J.C.

A.B.
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(c) Order of Testing

Control subjects wereziven tests .in the.sime.okdpr-es
experimental children. Again, some were given Group A first,
same Group B first, but always the Binet last.

(d) Controlling- for Tester Bias

Testers' schedules were thoroughly random as far as testing.
of controls is concerned. (Tables 12, 13, and 141 pgs. 64, 65, & 66).

(e) Testing Time

Testing of control subjects was initiated on NoveMber 41 1968.
Within five weeks, 39 control children had been tested. Although
this was fewer than the 48 which the design called for, it was
decided at this point to terminate testing of control subjects
for two reasons: (1) the necessity to leave a pre-post-test
interval comparable to that provided for experimental subjects,
and (2) the fact that the pool of suitable children appeared to
be exhausted.

D. Post -- Testing

1. The &perimental Group

(a) Selection of Sample

1

Insofar as it was possible, all subjects who had been pre-
tested were also post - tested. A total of 243 children were given
all post-tests, in contrast to 275 who were pre-tested. This is
a loss of 32 children making an attrition rate of approximately
111a. Of the 32 children who were not re-tested, 22 were experi-
mental subjects who had dropped out of the program entirely.
pg the remaining 10, h. were controls. Three of these had entered
fiead Start'classes during the year, and one child died. One

experimental child moved and thus shifted from one program to
another. .The remaining 5 were repeatedly absent and were not
reached for re-testing. A total of 250 subjects were given both
Group A and Group B tests at the end of the year.

(b) Pre-Post-Test Interval

AlthoUgh the school year continued for nine months, the
necessity to allow for a period of adjustment to school at the
beginning of the year, and the total testing time involved on
both ends, shortened this interval considerably. The goal was
a pre-post-test interval of approximately six months. Tables
12, 13, and 14 (p.641 65 & 66) show what these intervals were
by classes:, and by progivms;,: Clearly, the lirgest.diffei-ehtial

between groups is 10 days between controls and Montessori children
on Group B tests.
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In order to maintain the same interval of time for all subjects,
it was necessary to test classes in the same order in which they
were pre-tested insofar as.dis could be done. A number of factors
made it impossible for a precise order to be maintained, factors
such as a large number of field trips which were taken in the
spring and other activities involving particular classes. In
general, however, the same order was followed, both in terms of
intact classes and also within clasSes. Children who had been
"stragglers" in pre-testing were tested last within classes.
There can hardly be any question that the procedures were suc-
cessful in reaching the goal of a 6-month pre-post-test interval
for all programs.

(c) Order of Testing

Post-tests were given to the children in the same order in
which the pre-tests were given- -i.e., Groupil or Group B first,
followed by Binet. Within Groups A and B, the same order of tests
was maintained.

(1) Controlling for Tester Bias

As shown in Table 116 there were 10 Binet testers available
for pre-testing but only 6 of these did the post-testing. Schedules
were arranged so that, except for one class, children were post-
tested by a different person than the one who did the pre-testing.
The majority of post-tests were given by one tester, but within
programs at least one class was tested by a different person; in
other words, testers were spread among programs insofar as this
was possible.

For Groups A and B tests the same procedure was followed as
shown in Tables 12 and 13. One Group A tester was lost during the
year

Three Group B testers were lost and it was necessary to train
two additional testers. These new testers were trained in the
same way in which training was done for the pre-tests, including
the practicum testing.

(e) Total Testing Time

Post-testing was accomplished in a much shorter period of
time than pre-testing, partly due to improved ;feather conditions
in the spring, and partly because of increased efficiency in
scheduling. In addition, of course, there were fewer children
tested. Post-testing was begun the middle of April, and was con-
cluded on Hay 29. The control group was tested last, as was the
case in pre-testing.
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(e) Total Testing Time

The majority- of the children were given all tests 'within

approximately three weeks. However, as testing progressed
selective factors produced more restrictions on scheduling.
Fewer children remained to be tested, more absentees occurred
due to illness and winter weather, and testing time wasaess
economically spent. In some instances, testers had to return
to one school several times just to pick up one or two absentees.
Consequently, more and more time was required to test fewer'
and fewer children, stretching out the total time to the end of

November. Testing space was at a premium in the schools, with
most having room for only one tester at a time, and no schools
having more than two available roams. It was- important, there-
fore, to utilize testing space when it became available.

2. The Control Group

(a) Selection of Sample

The most suitable pool front which to draw control:subjects
was the waiting list for the experimental classes. Presumably,
these children would have characteristics similar to 'those of
the children enrolled in the experimental classes. In fact,

analysis of demographic data revealed very similar levels in
all areas except that mean income for the control group ap-
peared to be slightly higher than for Head Start registrants.-
(Table 5, p..39). Consequently, these. waiting lists were eit-=.

ploited fully, even though sane loss was anticipated due to
children going into experimental classes to replace dropouts.
Of the 35 control children tested, 22 were on Head Start waiting
lists. "Thirteen were children of the appropriate age who were
not, in any preschool program and who were living in the same
school districts as were the experimental children. Their names
were obtained from teachers and principals in the schools in
which experimental classes were located. They were, in many
cases, younger brothers and sisters of children enrolled in these
schools.

(b) Pre-Test Timink

Children in the control group had to be brought to the schools
twice in order to be given the full battery of tests. The pro-
blem of motivating parents to make these two trips was difficult.
A $5.00 payment was made to parents contingent upon returning
with the child for the second group of tests. Despite this in-
centive, however, scheduling of control subjects was tedious;
Weather conditions had an effect on whether appointment were
broken or kept, and communication with the parents of these
children was difficult since many of them did not have telephones.
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2. The Control Group

Procedures for testing the control group were similar to those
for testing children in the experimental classes.

3. Additional Post-Tests

In order to assess achievement in several specific areas which
could be predicted from particular programs, (especially Bereiter-
Engelmang) a sample of 6 children from each class was given 4 additional
tests:

-1- Parallel Sentence Production

This test requires the child to produce a complete sentence
about a drawing, which is on the same page. For example, the tester
says, pointing to a drawing, "This small boy is riding a small bike".
Then the tester points to the other picture, which is a picture of
a larger boy riding a larger bike and says, Wren me about this
picture". The child is given credit if he says, "This large boy
is riding a large bike", or "This big boy is riding a big bike".

-2- Expressive Vocabulary Test
2

This test is similar to a Picture Vocabulary Test, but re-
quires the child to produce a variety of parts of speech, including
prepositions, verbs, adjectives, etc., and also requires iden-
tification of portions of stimuli, and of collective nouns
describing a number of objects. It also calls for comparisons.
Examples are: What's the boy doing? (Swimming). This is a whole
apple, what part of the apple is this? (laf). See this ball?
It is smaller. What about this ball? (Larger or bigger). What
are all of these called? (Animals).

-3- Engelmann's Basic Concept Inventory 3

This is also a test involving pictures, but it requires only
the identification of the right picture. It involves listening
vocabulary, particular attention to words which change the meaning
of sentences and also involves reasoning. For example, on one
card the child must find the picture which is correct for the
statement, "She is between a boy and a girl". On another card he
must differentiate among pictures which correspond to these sen-
tences, "The mar_ is going to chop down the tree", "The man chopped
down the tree", "The man is chopping down the tree". Other items
test the child's knowledge of language structure with nonsense words.
For example, "Fends cannot cramp. Can fends cramp? Mat can't
fends do?"

1
UCLA Preschool Research Projects, Dr. Carolyn Stern, Director
1019 GaylayAve., Los Angeles, California 90024

2
UCLA Preschool Research Projects

3Follet Educational Corporation, 1010 West Washington Blvd.,
Chicago, Illinois 60607



Arithmetic Test

Portions of an arithmetic test devised for use with children
in Bereiter-Engelmann classes were combined and used as a test of
simple counting and addition..

-5- Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

This test was given primarily in order to determine whether
it and the Quick Test give similar results on fou -year-olds.
In addition, the Peabody has been used more often than the Quick
in studies of preschool programs. In all, 84 children were given
these 5 tests. No controls were tested with these instruments.
These additional tests wereliven.during the last three weeks of
school, i.e., 1147 20 to June 5.

1 dir

1
American Guidance Service, Inc., Publishers Bldg., Circle Pines,
Minnesota, 55014

CONCLUSION

Recording of test scores and other information is virtually
complete. Work in process includes the training of monitors who
will monitor the video-tapes, preparations for publication on

and data analysis, which will be inaugurated shortly -. .
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APPENDDCES

APPENDDC I:: . STATEMENTS TEST at TEACHER ASSESSPLUT

19175

1. A preschool teacher should pct children to work bard, to be smart --

she should expect to be proud of them.

2. Dealing with abstractions and social concepts through language are

necessary experiences for.the culturally-deprived child.

3. A quiet classroom is an ineffective classroom.

4. A preschool program should begin on the first day: There is no need to work

the children into a program slowly.

5. Preschool teachers should be cautious about encouraging strong emotional

identification in the children.

6. A child should learn to become independent of adult praise.

7. Young children learn most easily through manipulating concrete objects.

8. Isolation as a form of punishment should not be used with the withdrawn

or very sby child.

9. The Traditional nursery school is designed primarily for the upper-middle

class child.

10. A teacher should guard against over-controlling and over-manipulating

young children.

11. Books should be used as rewards to be taken home and enjoyed as personal

possession.

12. A preschool teacher should not talk a great deal.

13. The enthusiasm and interest children have in a task is more important than

how well they can do it.

114. Preschool children learn primarily through increasing their ability to

perceive.

15. A teacher should never discipline a child unless she personally observes

the offense.
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16. There is justification for treating "cultural deprivation" as synonymous

with "language deprivation".

17. A preschool teacher should not have fixed ideas about what preschool

children should learn.

18. It is probably true that too heavy an emphasis an "coloring books can dampen

a child's creativity.

19. There is a series of steps which should be learned in a certain order in

every/. Concept .

20.

21. Punishment is sometimes necessaryfor preschool children.

,fra

22. The school environment for the diiidviiitiged child Should be both orderly

and predictable.

23. It is important for preschool children to learn to work together as well as

Langnage as a method of teaching should be minimized with presciioolers.

24.

25.

26.

27.

to play together.

Coloring books have a valuable place in preschool instruction.

Certain tasks must be mastered before the child is ready to learn others.

Work with young children shouldbe conducted at a leisurely pace.

A preschool teacher should provide the child with a realistic definition of

success and failure.

28. The no-noise axiom has

29. The culturally-deprived

behavior.

no place in a preschool clasaroan. ;
child generally receives less reinforcement of his

:,-

;
30. Social learning is promoted in mucthe dame way' in academicalli-oriented

preschools as in traditional preschools.
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31. All materials and activities in a preschool classroom should be planned to

helpihe children learn.

32. Every task a child learns consists of certain steps which must be mastered

in a certain order.

33. Young children should not be required to sit still for lessons.

34. Presence of parents is often disrupting, and even though it is important for

parents to maintain an interest in the school, their presence in the school

is not the aget productive ccrression of interest.

35. The reinforcement of the culturally-deprived child is somewhat less adult

administered than that of the middle-class child.

36. A "well- rounded" preschool program is incompatible with the goal of remedial

education at a faster-than-normal pace.

37. Uncluttered surroundings help insure that a child will not get caught up in

the glitter offered by an object -rich environment.

38. Parents of preschoolers should be told not to shame or ridicule the children

and to be patient with their mistakes.

39. The only valid impOse to learning is the self-motivation of the child.

40. Preschool children should not be expected to keep quiet.

41. If restraining and admonishing a child does not work and his behavior is

destructive or dangerous, physical punishment should be used (slapping or

shaking).

1i2. The reinforcement the culturally-deprived child receives is not likely to

be verbal.

43* The traditional preschool provides many of the outstanding cultural ad.

vantages of the lower-class environment.

44. A good toy does not teach a little bit of everything. If it is good, it is

a good vehicle for learning one concept.

115. The child is the only active person in the learning process.
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14. A proper balance between the more restricting sedentary activities and

large muscle activities. is essential for the young preschoolers.

47. Preschool children should not be given eiamplei to copy.

48. A preschool teacher should avoid shaming or coaxing a'child but should

enforce rules in a natterof.fact way.

49. The reinforcement that the culturally-deprived child receives at home is

apt to be vague ,and generalized rather than for specific acts.

50. Preschool children should be grouped roughly accordlUeto their ability to

'learn.

The "whole child" approach amounts to giving the disadvantaged child a

smattering of learning in many areas.
./

Daring unstructured periodo in preschool, children shbuld have their

choice of listening to a story, lookirg; at a book, drawing, or playing

with toys.

53. The major contribution that education can make to the child's over-all

development is to provide hits with the tools he needs to pursue his own

development more successfully.

54. Through careful planning, competition Can-have a helpful effect upon pre-

school children.

55. During the tine the teacher is presenting a lesson, preschool children should

sit itrissigned seats and leave their places only with the teacher's consent.

56. Mothers of culturally-deprived children are more concerned about the child's

not being troublesome than with his learning more about his world.

57. It is probably undesirable to defer the introduction of schoOl-type learning

until the first grade.

58. Telling and reading stories should never be a passive experience.

59. Children can learn a great deal from play, but an educational program should

not be based on the play motive.
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60. The use of affection with culturally-deprived preschool children has its

dangers.

61. Preschool children should be held responsible for returning play materials

to their proper places.

62. Research findings indicate that achievement motivation is associated more

with middle-class than lower-class children.

63. The preschool teacher should not waste time on learning that is of small

importance.

64. Preschool children should be encouraged to relate their own experiences

about simple activities.

65. The teacher who tries to meet all the child's needs is bound to extend

herself beyond her range of competence.

66. Preschoolers experience failure often.

67. During the time a teacher is presenting a lesson, preschool children

should not be allowed to interrupt or to relate personal experiences.

68. There is no evidence that culturally disadvantaged preschool children

have more emotional problems than middle-class children.

69. It is important for parents of preschool children to require the children

to speak in complete sentences.

70. The principal task of the preschool teacher is to prepare the child to enter

school.

71. In the preschool classroom, every opportunity should be taken to set the

stage so that it is necessary for the child to use language to reach his goal.

72. Generally speaking the reinforcement which an individual receives for a per-

formance will be critical in determining whether or not that performance

will be repeated.
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73. Preschool children learn slowly.

74. Except when instructed to yell or sing loudly, preschool children should be

"- -quiet and restrained -- no yelling, running, or tusseling.

75. The differences LAween lover-and middle-class children are wider at the

fifth-grade level than at the first-grade level.

76. Preschool teachers should set realistic and clearly specified goals which

the child can obtain in a relatively short period of time.

77. The preschool child should have numerous opportunities for a choice between

immediate and delayed reward. These must be carefully planned so that the

delayed reward is definitely more attractive to the child.

78. Successful teaching depends upon moll class size and the maintaining of a

low adult-to-child ratio.

79. Young children are tender and need a wank supportive atmosphere.

80. Cki their way to and from their classroom, preschool children should walk

single-file without pushing or crowding.

81. Without exception, studies of three-to-five-year-old children fran lower

socio-economic backgrounds have sham them to be retarded or below average

in every intellectual ability.

82. It is very important that a preschool classroom have a climate of freedom.

83. At the beginning of preschool, the teacher's task is primarily one of using

whatever methods she can to get the child to interact with his environment.

8i4. Education comes through spontaneous exercise of the child's own faculties.

85. It is dangerous to push a child too bard in the preschool years.

86. A good preschool classroom should be orderly and quiet.

87. In teaching disadvantaged preschoolers, the teacher must focus on academic

objectives and relegate all nonacademic objectives to a secondary position.
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88. Every activity in the preschool classroom should be evaluated in terms

of its purposes.

89. Preschool teachers should never make models and ask the children to copy

them.

90. A good teacher does not actually teach. She arranges learning opportunities

for children.

91. Young children are easy to manipulate.

92. The language deficit in culturally disadvantaged children consists primarily

of failure to master the cognitive uses of language.

93. Everything that happens in the preschool classroom should help children

learn.

91g. A preschool child's classroaa activities should be chosen by him and not by

the teacher.

95. Focussing on specific learning goals makes high rates of progress possible.

96. Ccmipetition with other children is undesirable for preschoolers.

97 If creativity is equated with freedom, the disadvantaged child usually has

too much of it already.

98. By carefully providing successful experiences while continually challenging

his skill, the preschool teacher will help to provide an atmosphere in which

the child can caapete with himself.

99. It is better to reinstruct a child than to tell him he has made a mistake.

100. For the teacher to become a model that children will imitate, it is necessary

that the children love her.

101. Preschool children should be able to manage their physical needs gracefully.

102. What disadvantaged children lack mainly is learning, not the fundamental

capacity to learn.
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103. It is crucial that certain tasks be mastered in a certain order during

preschool years.

104. The preschool teacher should use material reward initially and gradually

shift to social approval.

105. Reward is usually more effective than punishment particularly when one is

concerned with learning new responsev.

106. There is no reason to believe that sctaory deprivation (lack of stimulation)

is a factor in the deficiencies of lower-class children.

107. Academic success in school is of such critical importance that any preschool

program that fails to ensure this success has failed the ',Whole child. !I

108. A preschool teacher should provide extrinsic reward for appropriate behavior

if necessary.

109. Favorable attitudes and emotional adjustment can be fostered just as readily

through specific learning activities as through other kinds of activities.

110. Field trips, demonstraticms, nature and science projects cannot produce the

same level of learning in a child with language deficiencies as they can be

in a child who is more advanced in language skills.

111. All knowledge is related and there is no need to conpartmentalise it in the

preschool.

112. Preschool teachers should do as little talking as pot:sible.

113 Ch general intelligence tests, disadvantaged children typically score to 1

points below average.

114. Preschool teachers should not emphasize right and wrong answers.

115. The personal relationship between child and teacher is probably the most

effective way of motivating preschool children.
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116. The child' who tries should be rewarded whether or not his performance was

correct.

117. It is important to help the preschool child to lengthen his attention span.

118. A preschool teacher should work toward specific leaning goals, maintain

discipline, and teach.

119. The traditional preschool is .more_similar to the lower -class child's home

environment than it is to the middle -class child's have environment.

120. The greatest danger in ability grouping is that it will encourage teachers

to set lower standards for slower groups.
I.

121. It is very important for a child to learn selfcontrol during the preschool

.years.

122.. There is nosubstitute for sheer repetition in learning basic patterns.
r" .
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Teacher's Bane

Address

APPENDIX II: TEACHER INFORMATION

.11.11. Date

Circle the number of one answer to each question.

1. How many years of teaching experience 7.

have you had?

1. First experience
a. Some prior experience, but less

than five years

3. More than five years experience

2. What is 'your sex?

1. Male
2. Female

3. What is the highest level of
education you have received?

1. Nigh school
2. Some college

3. Bachelor's degree
b. Some graduate work
5. Master's degree or above

h. If you attended college, what vas
your undergraduate major?

1. Elementary education
2. Preschool education
0. Other area (specify)

5. If you did graduate work, what
was your major?

1. Elementary education
2. Preschool education
0. Other area (specify)

6. How many Head Start classes do you
teach?

1. One
2. More than one

Have you worked with Head Start
before this 'summer?

1. No
2. Yes, but not as teacher-in-

charge.
3. Yes, as teacher -in- charge

8. Do you live in the neighborhood the
center serves?

1. No
2. Yes

9. How much teaching experience have
you had with preschoolers?

1. First experience
2. Some prior experience but

less than five years
3. More than five years experience

10. Row long have you worked with
educationally disadvantaged
children?

1. First experience
2. Some prior experience but less

than five years
3. More than five years

experience

11. What special training have you had
for the Head Start program?

1. None
2. local training program
3. 6.day university or college

sponsored training program
14. 8-week university or college

sponsored training program
0 Other(specify)
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APPENDIX II

TEACHER INFCRWIT ION

(CONFIDENTIAL)

Address:

Phone No.: Birthdate:
'Month DAY Year

Marital Status: Single Married

Spouse's name:

Member of Children:

Names and ages:

Education: Last Year Completed:

Degreepi..

.

Courses "currently being taken:
.
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APPENDIX III

HEAD START

Registration Information Form - 1968-69

School

Name of Child: Place of birth:
City- State

I
Address: Birth date:

Phone No.:

(A.) Please ,circle the figure that most nearly describes your total annual family
income

$2090 $2500 $3200 $3800 Woo Woo $5300

$5800 $6300 $6800 $7300 $7800 other

(B) Please list all sources of income including welfare, social security, etc.,

as well as earnings:

We hope to make Head Start a better program each year. This year there
will be a few Head Start classes inwhich there are specially trained teachers,
extra equipment, and programs which have produced unusually good results in other
places. These programs differ from each other in some ways. A group of people
experienced in preschool education from various parts of the country will be ob-
serving these classes from time to time during the year and the progress made in
different kinds of classes will be evaluated.

It is not possible to guarantee -which type of class your child would be
placed in. We cannot even promise that he will be selected at all, since children
will be assigned in a random manner, and there are only 16 of these classes in the
total Head Start program. There may not be any at your particular school.

Unless you indicate otherwise, however, we will include your child's name
as eligible for one of the special programs if he or she happens to be selected.

The following information is requested in order to help us find out more
about the families that are served by Head Start. It will not become a part of
the child's record, but will be combined with information fro other schools for
a total picture.



Information About the Head Start Child

1. Sex of child:

2. Age of child:

ma 811171-7-

. years months

3. Is the child a twin?
yes no

It. Race of child:
negro white cif .xg-7.

Information About the Child's Family

5. Is the child's mother living in the home?

6. Name of child's mother:

no

7. Her age:

years

8. Her occupation:

9. Last grade she completed:

10. Is the Child's fatter living in the home:

11. Name of child's father:

12. His age:
---Yearb

13. His occupatiors.:

yes no

114. last grade he completek

15. Does any other relative of the child live in the home?
yes no

16. If yes, circle:

(a) aunt (b) gram pother (c) grandfather (d) other

17. How many yonnker---brathers and sisters does this child have?

18. How many older brothers and sisters does this child have?

19. How many of the older children have attended Head Start?

20. Total number in family living at tome:

Signature of Threat or Guardian
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ApPEUDIX IV: INFORMATION ABOUT FAMILIES

I. Child's Name Sex male female

II: Please describe "the exact jobs of the people in your home who work:

A. Father

1. Is father employed? .....yes no

2. If refs, what kind of work does the father do?

3. Describe exactly what he does on the job:

4. How mater months did he work during the past yea*?

B. Mother

1. Is mother employed? yes no

2. If as, what kind of work does the mother do?

3. Describe exactly what she does on the job:

4. How many months did she work during the past year?

C. Other: What relation to child

1. Is employed? yes no

2. Um, what kind of work does he (she) do?

3. Describe exactly what he (she) does on the job:

4. How many months did he (she) work during the,past year?



VI. Check any of the following which your family has the use of:

A.

B.

C.

Television D. Telephone

Radio E. Automobile

Record player

89

VII. Is there anyone in the family who usually gets a newspaper yes no

If 7es, haw often?

Eteryday Occasionally

Once a week

VIII. Check any of the following which apply to your child and tell whether he
has had the experience this year in Head Start or some other time:

In Head Start Other

1. Visited a zoo

2. Visited an amusement park

3. Visited a library

4. Been to a birthday party

5. Had a birthday party

6. Been in pool, lake, river or ocean

7. Had a pet

8. Visited a farm

9. Been on a bus trip

10. Been on an airplane trip

11. Been on a train trip

12. Visited an airport

13. Been to a museum

14. Had a birthday cake

15. Been on a boat

16. Taken a trip out of town in a car

Thank you very much for your cooperation. Please use this space if you would like
to say something about the Head Start school program that may aid this research
project in providing better programs in the future:
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A. Is the child's father presently making his home in Louisville?

yes no

1. If no, where is he living? 1111m.
2. If yes, has the child's father always made his home in

Louisville (except for visits or Army service)? fires no

If no, where did he live last before moving to Louisville?

Check the one that tells when he moved to Louisville:

In the last year

In the last 5 years

In the last 3.0 years

More thari 10 years ago

B. Is the child's mother presently making hei home in Louisville?

.....yes no

1. If no, where is she living?
UNI, IIMm

2. If yes, has the child's mother always made her hone in
Louisville (except for visits)? yes no

If no, where did she live last before moving to Louisville?

Check the one that tells when she moved to Louisville:

In the last year

In the last 5 years

In the last 1C years

More than 10 years ago

"i
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III. List the names and ages of all brothers and sisters of Bead Start child
living at haw:

MOmInIOMMI.M.
2.

3.

Name

it.
..

. 5........
6.-Ng..

7........

111110

Ag Date of Birth

.T:

"...:!.!"

Place a check mark beside the name of each of those chile rcn rho:have
attended-17rd Start.

IV. Information about where you live:

A. Do you own your own home? yes no

If yes, 1. Check whether you pay weekly ( ) or monthly ( ).

Amount of this= payment

2. limber of rooms (not counting. baths or halls)

B. Do you rent a home? yes no

If yes, 1. Check whether you pay weekly ( ) or monthly ( ).
Amount of this payment .

2. Number of rooms (not counting baths or halls) .

C. Do you rent an apart/sent? yes no

If yes, 1. Check whether you pay weekly ( ) or monthly (. ).
Amount of this payment

2. Number of rooms (not counting baths or halls)

D. Do you rent in a housing project? yes no

If yes, 1. Check whether you pay weekly ( ) or monthly ( ).
'mount of this payment

2. Number of rooms (not counting baths or halls)
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EVALUATION CF PROGRAMS BY CONSULTANTS

The following questions are to be answered by consultants who have been
involved in the development of special programs for preschool children. The

questions are designed to obtain information regarding the programs themselves
and their implementation in settings other than those in which they were developed.

In giving your estimates, let 0 = not at all, let 10 = totally, ccmpletely,

or as much as could possibly be the case. Please assign a value for each answer
by circling a number which indicates magnitude.

This first group of questions refers to your particular program in its ideal
form.

1. To what extent is your program
additive, requiring for its im-
plementation only the addition
of special remedial techniques
to any program?

2. To what extent is your, program
a milieu program involving a
total philosophy of education?
(One which should be reflected
in all activities.)

3. To what extent could the activi-
ties and procedures in a class-
rocs typical of your program

iserve to identity it to an ob-
server familiar with the program
but unfamiliar .with the teacher's
training?

4. Assume that college students have
had two or three hours of in-
struction regarding your program.
How successfully would you expect
them to be able to identify your
program by observing a classroom
for 10 minutes?

5. How successfully by observing for
one hour?

6. How successfully by observing a
whole class period?

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 1 0

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
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This group of questions calls for your opinion as to the extent to which
your program has been successfully implemented in our study. The estimation given
under "A" in each case should be made by comparing each class with the ideal class
under ideal conditions. The estimation given under "B" in each case should be made
by comparing each class with the extent to which your program could be implemented
under less than ideal conditions, such as: Necessity to use para-professionals with
relatively brief training as teachers, assisted by aides with even less or perhaps no
training, minimum supervision and assistance from experts, less than adequate facili-
ties, modifications or restrictions due to the setting or location.

In other words, we ask you to evaluate each class using two criteria - an ab-
solute one and a relative one.

Names of the teachers are provided for your information, but will not be re-
ported, of course.

In giving yaw estimate, again let 0 = not at all, let 10 = completely,
or as much as could possibly be the case, and assign a value for each answer by cir-
cling a number which indicates magnitude.

1. To what extent is the teacher using the
portant in yaw program? (e.g. methods
formance, etc.)

A.
(Compared to ideal)

Teacher:

actual teaching techniques which are im-

of presenting material, improving per-

B.
(Considering limitations)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. To what extent is the teacher using the materials which are recommended in your

program?

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 It 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 1 2 3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. To what extent is the teacher implementing the principles, or hi13 which are
important in your program?

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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To what extent are the classroom activities conducted in .a context or manner
typical of your program? (e.t. ability !Trouping, scheduling, atmosphere in
.classrocm, behavior management, etc.)

A. B.
(Compared to ideal) (Considering limitations)

Teacher:

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

3 14 5 6 7 8' 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. To what extent is the selection of classroom activities representative. of your
program? (e.g. if sequencening is important ac7s767eacher seas to be im-
plementing it properly, and are activities integrated with respect .to goala,etc. ?)

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8. 9 10

3 14.567 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. To what extent is the content of the teaching appropriate to your- program? (Are
the teachers emphasizing learning goals?)

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 .2

0 1 2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

3 14 5 6 7 8 9

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

7. To what extent are the facilities of the classroom adequate for implementing your

program?

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 4 5 6 7 8 9.10

fI

F

O 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 1 2 3 14 5 6 7 8 9 10

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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8. To what extent are the children making appropriate progress, through the program?
(As judged by stage of program being implemented.)

A. B.
(Compared to ideal) (Considering limitations)

Teacher:

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1

1

2

20

3 it 5 6 7 8 9

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 14 6 7 8 9 10

10 1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

9. To what extent are the events in this classroom typical of your program or would
serve to identify it to a knowledgeable observer?

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

10. To what extent do you regard this class as a demonstration of your program?

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9

3 it 5 6 7 8 9

3 it 5 6 7 8 9

3 it 5 6 7 8 9

10 li 0 1 2
II

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

10 0 1 2

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10

3 it 5 6 7 8 9 10
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The last question is necessarily open-ended.

(A) In what essential ways are these classes representative of your program?

e

(B) In what essential ways do these classes deviate from your program?
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APPENDIX VI: MANUAL FCR CLASSROOM MONITCRING

INTRODUCTION

This manual has been developed for the purpose of monitoring in Head .Start

classrooms conducted for four-year-olds. It was designed to provide informa-

tion about classroom activities, teaching techniques, scheduling, materials
used, groupings, and a number of other things. The manual is a research in-

strument in a preliminary form and will probably be modified many times. A
sample tally sheet is attached to the manual.. The monitoring activity de-

scribed herein .was developed to accommodate requirements of a specific re-
search project involving comparisons among four different types of programs

for four-year-olds.

The purpose of monitoring classroom activity with these rating sheets
attached is not to evaluate what is going on in these classrooms. The, purpose

is to gain oTective information which will enable us to describe in a very
definite way what actually is taking place. There are two reasons for collecting

this information: Cie is-to determine the extent to which the various kinds of

programs are being implemented in a satisfactory manner. The second reason is

to discover, if possible, what major differences there are among programs and

among teachers in the same program.

GENERAL .INSTRUCTIONS

Preparation

The rating sheets are designed in such a way that very little judgment is
required of the rater, but the procedure does require complete familiarity with
the categories and definitions. The rater should try not to become too interested

in the activities that he is watching as this will distract him from the tallying.
However, we would like for the raters to record any interesting events which they

observe.

The procedure check list should be studied carefully and the rater should
take it with him at the time that he goes to the classroom to monitor so that he
can refresh his memory should any question arise. He should also carry with him

the explanation for the various categories which are to be tallied.

Behavior in Classroom

With .eagard to movement in the classroom and general behavior, the following

mail** should be helpful. The rater should not be afraid to move around in

fact, it will be necessary for the rater to move around and to be fairly close

to small groups of children in order to determine precisely what is happening.

The rater should avoid interrupting teachers at times when they are involved
with the children and especially at any time when the teacher is being video-taped.
However, raters should not be afraid to talk to the teacher or aide if necessary

in order to clarify some decision. In general, the rater should be unobtrusive,
shall avoid conversation with the teachers, aides, or volunteers, and especially
with the children. Essentially, what this means is that any interaction between
the rater and other persons in the classroom should be at the initiation of the
rater, and only when it is necessary in connection with decisions regarding
monitoring.
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There should not be any reason to interfere in amt way with the class

schedule. The rater should simply record whatever it is that is observed
and should follow the children sterever they go insofar as possible. There
will not.be field trips taken on the monitoring days; but should children
go for a walk around the block or go to the bathrocel, the rater should con-

tinue to tally, making observations as continually as possible.

Confidentiality

Under no circumstances should the raters discuss their monitoring activity
with the teachers, aides, or volunteers, nor should these- persons be shown the

rating sheet. Under no circumstances should the rating sheet orthe purpose of
the monitoring or any other aspect of the activity be discussed with the princi-
pals, or anyone else in the schools, or elsewhere. questions regarding what
it is that we are looking at, or looking for, should be referred to the Project

Director. It is especially important that we not give out information which
might result in self-consciousness or modification of behavior on the part of

those who are dealing with the children. Should the rater observe anything
which he feels is extremely detrimental to the children, this should be .re-

ported to the Project Director izanediately. Raters should strive to be tactful

in turning aside questions regarding the monitoring. The'modt logical reply .

probably- is simply to indicate that rater, is not aware ofthe answer; bit any . . -

tactful, gracious explanation should suffice.

Time of Monitoring

Raters will be going into claisrooms approximately once a.month, and at
each period of monitoring will spend a tworhour session in the classrom. The
purpose of recording for two hours is- to-get a complete picture of classroom

schedule during the Biasing hours. In general, the most likely time will be
fro' 9 through 11 o'clock in the morning. However, in same cases it may be
permissible to monitor from 9:30 to 11:30. The raters should not, however,

monitor in the afternoon hours..

Changing the Tally Sheet

The only aspect of the monitoring which is. likely to be confusing is the
distinction between large blocks of time devoted to various activities and the

smaller activity units. In all Head Start classes the school day is broken up
into segments which consist of blocks of time devoted to certain kinds of activi-
ties. For example, the first large block of time in all classes will usually be
the morning snack time when the children first arrive at school; the next is

likely to be toileting; then perhaps a period of time devoted to teaching of
specific skills or to free-play activity or story time or some other general
kind of activity. 32 IS AT THE TIME MN THESE LARGE ACTIVITY BLOCKS CHANGE
THAT THE RATER SHCUID CHANGE HIS MONITORING MEET. For example, if he is there
in time to monitor the arrival of the children, removal of wraps and settling

in, he would consider this one large activity. Then if they have their morning

snack, this period of time would be recorded on another sheet. The purpose of
changing sheets in this fashion is to enable us to determine the total number
of such periods during the school day. This may be one dimension of difference

among programs. If the raters are successful in changing the sheets at the
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time when the teacher institutes a change in. activity, then the total number

of tally sheets which he has used during any one monitoring period will re-

flect the number of such large blocks of time into which the day was broken

up.

wall Group Changes

So long as there is still a single child in a group who was there originally,

it is to be considered the same group with a change"in size. When group size

goes to zero, however, that group should be considered dissolved. When new

groups form, they should be tallied as they would have been in the beginning,

(that is, as a separate group).

Ty Periods

The purpose of the 15-second interval for tallying teaching techniques is

, to provide a standard, total amount of time which can be related to the number

of instances of each teaching technique. It is, therefore, essential that no

more than one instance of any particular technique be tallied in mr .15-seca.md

EiffirThe total number of 15-second intervals of tallying is notmporsans.
Ubitis important is that the ratio of instances of a given technique to the

total number of seconds of monitoring reflect accurately and consistently the

proportion of instances of such behavior seen. It is the relative amount which

is of interest, not the absolute amount.

Time*Out

Should the rater need to stop tallying for a fewminutes for some reason,
such as to rest, to go to the bathroom, or for some other reason, this should

not be of great concern. We would like to know that we have not missed any
large activity block, but a few minutes time taken out of a given block is

not crucial. It is crucial that the total number of sheets used reflect the
total number of large segments of time which are devoted to different activities.

APPIMM+rolow=140
1 There is roan on the tally sheet for only six groups. Should there be

more than this, a second sheet can be used and. attached. to the first one. The

lack of a nstart" and "stop" time will serve to indicate that the second sheet

does not represent a change in schedule. Raters should also nwrber the sheets

belonging together.
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reinerious CF MONITCRING TERNS
.

Definition of Gram: Any child alone, or a number of children who
physical proximity and who are apart fran others,..
constitute a group.

. Size of Group: The size of a group should be recorded at the beginning of
each tally period and Should not be changed during that period.
Faar example,when you return to a group and note that instead
of five children there are now four children, you record a it
and proceed to record the other items. If another child leaves
the group before you finish tallying, simply ignore this.

Type of Group:

D/ur m Each child is, dam a different thing and there is no las focus
or effort.

This would be the case when a group of children are at a table but
one is doing puzzles, one working with crayons and another using a
pegboard; or if they are on the jungle Jim but not engaged in inte-
grative play or games. Coding D/NF would indicate that the group
as such is sing, a number of children in physical proximity to
each other.

D/C = Each child is doing a different thing but there is a common group
focus or effort.

An example here is all the groups trimming a Christmas tree or
playing_ game, but each child has a different role or is doing
a different thing. D/C would also be coded if the children are
playing a game with each other, such as let's pretend game in
which the children are taking turns but all playing the same game.

S = Each child is doing the same thing. S is coded when all children
at a table or in an area are engaged in the same kind of activity- -
for example, if they are all working puzzles, all7airng crayons
and paper, all finger painting or if they are all singing a song
or listening to records, toileting, eating breakfast, etc. It

is important to note that S is coded whether or not the individual
items which the children are working on are exactly the same. For
instance, at a table each child might be working a different puzzle;
but if they are all working puzzles, this would be coded S.

Activity: On page 8 is a partial list of activities which you are likely to
see in the Head Start classrooms. Obviously it is not complete
but is given to suggest the level of specificity. intended under
this heading. It should be noted that more detail is desirable
in sane cases. Farimumnple, if the children are coloring with
crayons, it should be noted whether they are coloring the same
thing at the suggestion of the teacher -- for example, everybody
is drawing a picture of Little Red Riding Hood or whether they
are sing, given paper and crayons and told to draw whatever they
wish. It is also important to distinguish between coloring on
blank paper freehand and coloring a design, (what is cammodly
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called coloring between lines). If pretend games were listed, it
would be necessary to state what game they were playing; if pasting,
what they are trying to make would be of interest.

Each different activity observed during the time that a group is
intact and being observed for tallying should be listed with a line
drawn under each one.

Media: Under this category is expected a more specific statement of the
particular materials or content of an activity. For example, if
singing songslare listed under activity, the name of the song should
be indicated here. If there is-any. uncertainty as to what to record,
simply try to be as specific as possible about what is going on.

Learning Goal: This heading cannot be recorded except by asking the teacher.
Following completion of the entire monitoring session you should in-
quire from the teacher as to the purpose or learning goal of each of
the activities, which you have listed.

TemtingAchnique: The purpose of this category is to determine the re-
lative frequency of use by the teacher, or others, of various
techniques of teaching. Therefore, a tally mark should be made
only if this partioular technique is being used instructionally.
For example, during the period that you are monitoring a.group
the teacher may manipulate various things, her records on the
table, for example, but you would not code this under MANE. You
would not code I-V unless you actually observe the teacher in-
structing the children verbally. It is quite possible that any
given activity might be coded in two different categories. For
example, the teacher might be atthe same time showing a child
how to do something and verbally instructing him in what she is
doing. In this case one tally should be placed under NOM and
one under I-V. 2....Diumc15;_simonitoring period, however,
no more than one to mark snould be placed in any "5-7,ryocc.0
observe one instance atory instruction and after coding
everything else observe another instance of this, do not tally it.
The number of tallies recorded in any 15-second interval should
represent the total number of different techniques which you ob-
served in that period but not WIRER of any one. Following
is an explanation of the codes under Teaching Technique:

MANP. = Manipulatory - Hands

This category collects all activities in which the teacher mani-
pulates something in order to show the children how--how it works
or how it is done. Examples would be: the teacher building a
tower of blocks, fitting a piece into a puzzle, shaping a piece
of clay, Awing the children with a paint brush how to use the
brush, etc. Manipulation incidental to showing, such as picking
up a picture, should not be coded ".MANP.o
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I -V = Verbal -Explanation or Information

Xla

This categorr .Allects instances of verbal instruction.from
the teacher to the children, or instances of verbal instruction
given by one.dhild to another. It is not to be tallied for
incidental verbalization which may be ongoing during an in-
structional period, such as "That's fine", "Sit up straight",

etc

This category collects all instances of sh for-the purpose
of instructing, that is, presenting some to which others
listen or which they watch,or smell, or feel, etc: This would
include showing of pictures, objects, designs, single sounds,
fragrant items, movies, TV, songs, records, music, or persons
who are presented as examples; would also include' rhythms if
demonstrated by the teacher or writing an the chalkboard in

connection with instruction.

MO2Motoi
This category is intended to be used only when same large muscle
activity is going on. .Examples .would be riding a .tricycle,

walking a balance board, playing ball, or any active games,
marching, doing exercises, playing outdoors, playing on the
jungle ga, etc. Motor should.,not be coded simply' because
children or teacher are moving around. It should .only be

coded when this is the principle technique that is 'occurring
at the time. Motor should be coded,when children are playing
instruments in a rhythm band, .marching, doing exercises,

and for similar. .activities which develop large muscle and
motor coordination.

.RP = Role Playing

Any activity in a person takes a role other than that
of himself Or in which he assumes a temporary function, as in
a game. Role playing can consist of dramatizations, a brief
acting outspantomine or quiet games such as Lotto. It may
occur while the teacher is reading a story to the children
and may be a part of this activity. Role Playing should not
be coded simply because the teacher uses her voice dramatEilly,
but only if she .uses her body, or some part of her body in
dramatizing.

"PO = Physical Guidance

This category is intended for a very specific activity and will
probably seldom be coded for children. Whenever anyone guides
a child manually through an activitr, PG should be coded. This

code will never be used unless there is actual body contact
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between the adult and the child. The teacher may take the
child's hand and guide him in drawing a line or tracing some-
thing, or she may take his foot and move it on the podals of
a tricycle. In any case, what is happening is that she is
actually taking him through the steps in an activity by being
the active person while the child is passively manipulated.
If one child guides another, PG should be coded under "Child".

Con. = Conversation

This category will be coded whenever teacher, aide, or volunteer
is coraersing with a single child. If conversation' is going on
between children and if it is in regard to what are doir

or has a theme and coarnire-aor a time, t ,n t ca egory would
be coded after "Child". Friggentary remarks incidental to the
activity would not be coded here, for example "hand me thatL,

"excuse me", lIctik at this", etc. The principle purpose for
this category is to determine the extent to which teachers and
others actually spend time conversing with individual children
and the extent to which children are conversing with each other.

Notes: Cu the back of the tally sheet a space has been left for the recording
of any information which may sees important to the rater but which is

not included on the tally sheet. This would include unusual occur-
rences such as incidents of behavior problems, tantrums, the very
noticeable neglect of a particular child, any incidents of special
attention from the teacher, overactivity on the part of a particular
child, an accident or anything of an unusual nature that occurs in
the classroom which the rater feels is worth noting. Also here might
be coded critical incidents, such as how the teacher handled an un-
expected event, how she made a transition from aae activity to another,
etc.

In summary, arerthing which the particular rater feels is of special
interest should ha recorded here.

Canments: There may be activities which cannot be easily coded under any
of the categories in Teaching Technique. For example, if a group
of children are looking at picture books, there is no teaching
technique to be coded. This would be clear fraa the description
of the activity, however. It should be noted that in order to
tally separate groups adequately, the rater must move around the
room and get close enough to a small group to be able to see and
hear exactly what is occurring.
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PARTIAL LIST CV ACTIVITIES

Singing Finger painting

Pasting Peg bards

Working puzzles Hammering pegs

Painting at easel Stringing beads

Pretend games Stringing popcorn

Table games Playing in a rhythm band

Motor activity - tricycle, jungle Cooking
Um

Block play Making playdough

Catdoor play Matching colors

Listening to story Matching numbers to "quantities

Discussing pictures Identifying numbers (or letters,. etc.)

Listening to records Telling about saaething

Making music Feeling textured materials

Rbythm games Matching pictures to objects

Dramatizing .

Coloring with crayons

Cutting or tearing paper

Feeding fish

Work with clay

!rating snack

Reciting - question and answer

Toileting

Resting
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1. Inform principal's office you are there.

2. Go to classroom, enter and sign in. (Ask for visitor's sign-up sheet if it
Is. not posted.)

3. Record information at top of Tally Meet, except for "Program". Ask for the
teacher's name and the aide's name. It is not necessary to record volunteer.

Ii. Record 'Start" time at top of tally sheet.

5. Survey room and record group "Size" "Type", "Activity", and "Media" for all
groups immediately (before any tall:ving). Draw a line under activity Piste
for each group.

6. Return to the first group you noted (Group A) and record any change in group
size or activity. If another activity is going on, record it and drys a line
under it.

7. Place a tally mark after "A: Tally's. If no adult is with this group, place
a circle on top of the tally, thus: 1

8. Look at your watch or stop watch.

9. Tally "Teaching Technique" for 15 seconds. (Talky separately for 11", "A",
sir ", or "CM.)

10. Go to Group 13 and record any change in group size, activity, or media.

11. Place a tally *ark after "B: Tally''. If no adult is with this group, place
a circle on top of the tally, thus: 1

12. Look at your watch.

13. Tally "Teaching Technique" far 15 seconds.

14. Go to Group "C" and repeat front 10-13.

15. Continue through all groups.

16. When you have tallied 15 seconds for each group, repeat from 6-15.

17. DEEIRTANT:

A tally must be made each time you return to a group for another 15 seconds
of monitoring. The total number of tallies after "Tally .. I/ should equal
the total number of 15-second periods of taLlying. Should the class activity
change before you have a chance to tally at all under "Teaching Technique ",
erase the tally mark.
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APPENDIX VII

VIDEO TALLY SHEET

GIVING

107

TEACHER'S
ACTIVITY VERBAL N.VERBAL EXEMP . MANIP . MODEL.

. .
INTERACT

HELP
. .

OPINION

. . ..

GENERAL'-
ZATI ON

. -.

. .. .
PROCED .
INFO.

.

CONTENT

INFO.

CLARIFI-
CATION

CONFIRMA-
TION

DISCONFIR-
NATI ON

STIULA-
TION

/-

I

FEEDBACK
ACTIVITY K .0.R.

I
CONTINGENT N. CONTINGENT

,VERBAL tic
SIGN.

I

.

A

PHYSICAL

MATERIAL I

ACTIVITY
i
I

Program
Teacher
Monitor

School
Date

Date / /
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ASKING

TEACHER'S
ACTIVITIES INDIRECT REQUEST DIRECT REQUEST COMMAND

HELP .: . .

OPINION

GENNIALI-
ZATION .----.

PROCED.
INFO.

. .

CONTENT

INFO.
. , .

.

CLARIFICA-
TION

. . . . .
..

...

CONFIRM-
TION

. ...

owe. i
..

DISCONFIRM-
TION

srnanaTION . .

IMITATION . . _

ACAD. VERB.
PERF. .

ACAD. N.VERB.
PERF.

L

CONDUCT (OTHER)

Program

Teacher
Monitor

School

Date
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SETTING
STANDARDS

STATES REINFORC.
CONTINGENCY

CITES PRINCIPLE

CITES OTHER CHILD

CITES TEACHER

CHALLENGES

PERIPHERAL
ACTS

OUT OF CONTACT

IN CONTACT BUT
NOT INTERACTING

CONVERSING

Program

Teacher

Monitor

School

Date
Date

/
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APPENDIX VII

MANUAL FOR VIDEO-TAPE MONITORING

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CATEGORIES FCR TEACHING ACTIVITY {GIVING,

Horizontal Dimension:

Verbal: An act is verbti when it involves the use of vocalization as
the primary mode of .operation.

Non-Verbal: An act is non-vorbal when it involves a sign or signal
system which is a conventional substitute for vocalization.

Exemplary: An act is exemplary when it involves the use of
visual or auditory aids as the primary mode of operation.

Manipulatory: An act is manipulatory when it involves the arrangement
of objects as the primary mode of operation.

Modeling: Act is modeling when it involves the use of the self or
the capacities of the self as the primary mode of operation.

Interactive: An act is interactive when it involves any, of the above
with the teacher in an assumed role at the child's level.

Vertical Dimension:

Help: These acts occur when the teacher observes that the child is
blocked in some on-going activity and where she provides aid
in circumventing the difficulty.

"Now it would help to move the yellow block, Ann."

"Jack, you can finish that puzzle if you use the

small piece now."

Opinion": Included ezewts of expressing or enunciating feelings or
sentiments, desires, wants, preferences, wishes, and hopes.
Also involved are affirmations of major values and principles
but with non - specific or indefinite application.

"I really like the smell of oranges."

"America is a very good place to

"I feel ill."
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Generalization: Included are all indications of thought-in-progress
leading to an understanding or of drawing insight, such as
introspection. In doing these things the teacher will largely
be seeking the application of a statement, the extension of a
point, or the implications of some fact.

Set me think about what else a ribbon can be used for."

"What if children were twice as big?" (rhetorically).

Procedural Information: Includes those acts whiCh state directions
or instructions as to how to go about doing something.

"Children, we mill do our spelling lesson now."

"I will point to each picture and you tell me what it is."

Content' Information: Includes simply those acts which convey fact:

"Columbus discovered America."

"This is red."

"This is a 'z'; the last letter of the alphabet."

Clarification: All efforts to prevent or repair breaks in the flow of
communication such as repeating, or restating for the sake of
making sure that one is heard.

"I don't think you heard me. Please sit down."

"In Case you didn't hear me--this is a cow."

Confirmation: Includes those acts where the teacher Mains to the child
precisely how lit is correct. (Usually occurs after the teacher
states that the student is correct, directly.)

(That's right) "The green piece does go in that hole
because it is bigger."

Disconfirmation: Includes those acts where the teacher explains
to the student precisely how he was incorrect.

(That's wrong.) "The green piece does not go in
that hole because it is too small, its sides don't
even touch the sides of the hole."

Stimulation: These are acts on the part of the teacher whose intent is
to train perceptual faculties or to make the child aware of
stimulus qualities.

"Bricks have brown in them as well as red."

(This is an ovoid)-- "See how it is not perfectly round."
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF CATEGCRXES FCR TEACHING ACTIVITY (ASKING)

Horizontal Dimension:

Indirect Request: These are subtle and implicit requests for activity
that permit the student ample opportunity to demur. They are
more of the nature of suggestions than requests.

Direct Request: These are simple, declaritive statements asking the
student to act.

Command: These are direct demands to act with absolutely no option
left to the student.

Vertical Dimension:

Help: This categorj includes asking the student to help in some way.

"SUsan, help me pick up the toys."

Opinion: Inquiries about feelings or sentiments.
Includes asking for any expression of desire, want, wishing, or
hoping, and for value judgments not relevant to a specific act.

you like the color green?"

"Is this a pretty city?"

Generalization: Includes solicitations of thinking to gain understanding
or insight, and in particular, the asking for applications of an
object or Eiltat.

"Judy, for what other things can you use a pencil?"

"Think hard John. Why do people help others?"

Procedural Information: All requests for directions or instructions
on procedure.

"how shall we do our arithmetic lesson today ?"

Content Information: All requests for statements of fact.

"Who discovered America?"

Clarification: Includes all requests for communication to prevent or
repair breaks in the flow of information exchange.

"What did you say, John?"

"Repeat what you said Jane."
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Confirmation: Includes those acts wherein the teacher asks the student
to explain how he was correct.

"Johnny, why did the green block fit in that hole?"

"Sow did you get that answer?"

Disconfirmation; Includes asking the student to explain how he was wrong.

"Why wasn't that correct, Sarah?"

Imitation: This category contains all acts whereby the teacher asks
the student to reproduce an act she has just completed.

(The letter "es sounds like.."EME"....)

"Say 'e', Jack."

Academic Verbal Performance: These are requests for the student to
engage in verbal activity for the sake of practice in
sp3aking, expression of ideas, and generally effective
communication, to learn to make sounds and to make
simple identification or naming responses.

This is a picture of what, James?"

"Say the sound for the letter 'e', Joan."

Academic Non-Verbal Performance: These are requests for tha student
to engage in an academic activity that is not predominately
verbal.

"Paint a picture now, Mary.

"Point to the letter 'A', Sam."

Conduct: These are requests from the teacher to do specific non-
academic or procedural acts.

"Put your chairs back."

"Sit up straight."

"Tie your shoe."
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GENERAL DESCRIFTION.OF-STANDARD SETTING CATEGORIES

States Reinforcement Cokitin'kehby: Herdiiie teacher points out the
positive or negative consequences of an act or an anticipated
act without directly forbidding or commanding that act.

"If you break that crayon you will not get another one."

Cites Principle: This behavior includes all instances where the
teacher indicates a rule or policy exists to guide behavior
that she either observes or expects to occur and where a
concrete instance exists (contrast with giving opinion).

-"Good little bays do not hit little girls."

Cites Other Child: Here the teacher refers to the behavior of another
child (or abstract peer model) as a positive or negative
instance of behavior.

"Can you do as well as Jack ?"

Cites Teacher: Here the teacher cites herself as a model.

"I am smart, can you be smart?"

Challenges: These are prods to perform typically with allusions
to the general difficulty of the task or the talents of the child.

"This is hard, Joseph, are you smart enough to do it?"

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF FEEDBACK ACTIVITIES

Horizontal Dimensions

Knowledge of Results (K.O.R.): These are direct statements of right
Itngtorwroliorfalsehood.

"Yes, Johnny, that is correct."

"No, Tam."

"Good." (When used to indicate correctness)

Contingent: These are statements indicating the judgment by the
teacher of a piece of work done by the child.

"That is a pretty picture, Joan."

"You are sitting in your chair nicely, Cathy."

Non-Contingent: These are global rewards or punishments not
associated with any particular activity.

"You are a good bay, Jack."

"The class did real well today."
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Vertical Dimensions

Verbal: These are feedback given either vocally or by direct and
conventional substitutes for vocalization.

Physical: These are bodily contacts made between teacher and child
for the purpose of rewarding the child or of punishing him.

Material: Here objects mediate the communication. The teacher gives
the child something or deprives him of something.

Activity: Here the teacher permits the child to engage in a desired

activity; precludes the desirable activity; makes him engage
in an undesirable activity all for the sake of reward or
punishment.

GENERAL DESCRIPT1C0 OF PERIPHKRAL ACTIVITIES

Conversing: Here the teacher is merely chatting with the child or
passing the time-of-day. These interactions are not cate-
gorized otherwise but an entry is made every 5-seconds that
this activity persists.

In Contact but not Interacting: Here the teacher is in the psycholo-
gical field but not engaged in interaction and an entry is
made every 5-seconds.

Out of Contact: During the tape, when the teacher is out of the
psychological field an entry is made every 5-seconds.
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APPENDIX VIII

TRAINING SCHEDULE

GROUP A AND GROUP B TESTERS

SESSION I - (3 hours)

I. Ethics

II. Diplomacy

III. Handling Preschool Children

IV. General Procedures

1. Research Office

a. Assignments
b. Materials

2. Public Schools

a. Relations with principals and other personnel
b. Confidentiality of test and child
c. Handling problems

V. Research Factors

1. Importance of procedure - uniformity

a. Instructions
b. Prompts
c. Difference between comparison of groups and diagnosing

individual children
d. Feedback

VI. Distribution of Materials for study

SESSION II - (3 hours)

I. Parpose and nature of each test

II. Administrative procedure

III. Test instructions

IV. Demonstration of each test

V. Role-earactice testing



SESSION III - hairs)

I. Practice testing of three preschool children on entire battery.

SESSION IV - (3 hours)

I. Discussion of problems

II. Scoring

III. Review of procedure
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